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This thesis uses spectropolarimetry to observationally investigate the properties of dy-
namos andwinds of young cool stars, and search for young planets. The techniques of
Doppler Imaging and Zeeman Doppler Imaging were used to reconstruct the surface
brightness and large-scale magnetic field morphologies of four low-mass weak-line T
Tauri stars. The first sample consists of two solar mass stars of different ages, V1095
Sco (1 Myrs) and TWA 9A (10 Myrs). The second sample analysed consists of two 10
Myr old, M-type stars, TWA 25 (0.7 M) and TWA 7 (0.4 M). Taken together, the
reconstructed brightness maps of these young cool stars show a wide variety in their
morphologies, as do the reconstructed large-scale magnetic fields. These findings are
in agreement with the results of the wider Magnetic Topologies of Young Stars and
the Survival of close-in giant Exoplanets (MaTYSSE) large programme, of which this
thesis is a part. The variations in radial velocity are examined for all four stars, using
the brightness information where available to filter out activity jitter, improving the
detection limits for close-in giant planets around these stars.
In addition to this investigation of pre-main sequence stellar dynamos and young
planetary systems, a time series of magnetic field observations of the planet-hosting
young star τ Boötis spanning more than half a decade - the longest to date - is used to
infer changes in the stellar wind, and the resulting potential impacts on the orbiting
planet.
In overall terms, this thesis demonstrates that spectropolarimetry is a valuable tool
for understanding themagnetic dynamos of young cool stars, modelling stellar winds,
and for searching for planets in the presence of stellar activity. In future, spectropo-
larimetry used as part of radial velocity surveys can advance our understanding of the
early evolution of cool stars and their planetary systems.
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Cool stars (spectral types late-F or later) are the most abundant type of star in the
universe, and are expected to each host at least one planet (Christiansen et al., 2016).
Despite their large numbers, many of the processes that govern the formation and
evolution of cool stars and their planetary systems are poorly understood. Magnetic
fields are understood to play a key role in the formation and evolution for stars and
planetary systems, but direct observations of these fields throughout the evolution of
young stars has been lacking. Recently, the systematic observation of the magnetic
fields of young stars has begun through international large programmes, of which
this thesis forms a part. By observing young stars with high-resolution spectropo-
larimetry, their surface brightness maps and large-scale magnetic field morphologies
can be reconstructed and characterised. Furthermore, using the information about
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the large-scale magnetic field of a star, the wind properties can be estimated, and the
impact on orbiting planets inferred. The same spectropolarimetric observations can
be used to search for planets, using the surface brightness information and spectral
tracers of activity to help disentangle planetary signals from the behaviour of the host
star. The detection and characterisation of planets around young, active stars enables
a more complete picture of planetary formation and evolution. This thesis therefore
aims to use high-resolution spectropolarimetry to investigate the dynamo generation
magnetic fields of young, cool stars, and the potential impacts of these magnetic fields
on planetary systems.
1.2 The Early Evolution of Cool Stars: Birth to theMain Sequence
Stars are born from the fragmentation and collapse ofmolecular hydrogen clouds, and
theirmass determineswhat path they take onto themain sequence (Kippenhahn et al.,
2012). Stars withmasses less than2M will transition through a TTauri phase (Car-
roll & Ostlie, 2007) before entering the zero age main sequence (ZAMS) and main
sequence (MS). The T Tauri phase occurs in the later stages of star formation where
the star is no longer shrouded by the gas cloud from which it formed, but is still con-
tracting andundergoing evolution in its internal structure towards themain sequence.
T Tauri stars (TTS) are separated into two categories: classical T Tauri Stars (cTTS)
that are still accretingmatter from a surrounding disc of gas and dust, andweak-line T
Tauri stars (wTTS) that have cleared their inner disc of gas and have stopped accreting
(Bertout, 1989). Both populations of TTSs overlap on theHertzsprung-Russell (HR)
diagram, as demonstrated in Figure 1.1 occupying both theHayashi track (vertical sec-
tion of mass tracks), and across onto the Henyey track (horizontal section of mass
tracks) for stars > 0.5M. In practical terms, wTTS and cTTS are typically classified
into either category based on the amount of Hα emission in their spectra, quantified
by theHα equivalentwidth (HαEW).AnHαEWof 5Å is the typical boundary above
which a star is classed as a cTTS (Bertout, 1989), as the spectrum is then deemed to con-
tain accretion drivenHα. This boundary increases as a function of decreasing spectral
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Figure 1.1: Hertzsprung-Russell diagram of a sample of classical (ﬁlled circles) andweak-line (open circles) T Tauri
stars, with point sizes scaled by v sin i. The solid lines represent theoretical approximate evolutionarymass tracks
fromCohen &Kuhi (1979), and the dashed line indicates the transition onto the zero-agemain sequence. Figure repro-
duced fromBertout (1989).
type, as lower mass pre-main sequence (PMS) stars tend to have higher levels of in-
trinsic Hα emission (Navascués & Martín, 2003). Once the energy from hydrogen
burning in the core of the star balances with the gravitational force driving contrac-
tion, the star becomes a zero age main sequence star (Kippenhahn et al., 2012), where
it will shift marginally in temperature and brightness to eventually become part of the
main sequence.
Over these stages of evolution, stars also undergo an evolution in their spin. This
is illustrated in Figure 1.2, which shows the simulation by Gallet & Bouvier (2013) of
the spin evolution of solar-type stars from the ‘birth’ to the main sequence. The plot
shows separate trajectories for stars that start in different regimes of rotation, with
those considered ‘rapid’ rotators (blue), following a different evolution to those that
are ‘moderate’ (green) or ‘slow’ (red) rotators. The flat rotation curve at the start is
3
Figure 1.2: Rotation evolution of a solar type star, showing the difference in evolution of stars staring as rapid (blue),
moderate (green) or slow (red) rotators. Figure reproduced fromGallet & Bouvier (2013).
where the star is a cTTS still coupled to its disc, keeping the rotational velocity con-
stant. Once the star has decoupled from the disc and is a weak-line T Tauri, it spins
up as it contracts toward the main sequence. At the peak of these rotation curves is
when the star reaches the ZAMS and begins its rotational breaking caused by strong
magnetic fields and stellar winds, until themain sequencewhere the different rotation
curves converge and follow the Skumanich relation of rotation decreasing with age as

 / t 1/2 on the main sequence (Skumanich, 1972).
Stellar magnetic activity and rotation are intimately linked. Rapid rotation drives
stronger magnetic fields, and in turn the strong magnetic fields break stellar rotation
through the stellar wind, as seen in the downward slope in the later half of Figure
1.2. Figure 1.3 is an example of this activity rotation relation for a sample of M dwarfs
from Newton et al. (2017). In this figure, activity is parameterised as the luminos-
ity in Hα luminosity relative to an inactive star, and rotation is parameterised by the
RossbyNumber, Ro, which is defined as the rotation period divided by the convective
turnover time - the duration of one convention cycle, derived from either modelling
of stellar interiors, or semi-empirical relations with colour or stellar mass (Gray, 2008;
Wright et al., 2011). This figure demonstrates the increase in activity with decreasing
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Figure 1.3: Activity-Rotation relation for a sample ofM dwarfs. Activity is parametrised as Hα luminosity relative to an
inactive star, and rotation is parametrised as the Rossby number, Ro. This plot demonstrates the saturation in activity
at low Ro (high rotation). Figure reproduced fromNewton et al. (2017).
Rossby number, down to Ro = 0.1where the activity level saturates. This saturation
point is also observed in other magnetic activity indicators across the cool star pop-
ulation, such as the magnetic field strength (see e.g. Donati & Landstreet, 2009) and
X-ray luminosity (see e.g. Wright et al., 2018).
1.3 StellarMagnetism
Magnetic fields are known to strongly influence stellar evolution, from the controlling
of accretion onto the stellar surface in the classical T Tauri phase, to driving mass loss
and angular momentum loss at all stages of stellar evolution (Gallet & Bouvier, 2013).
Thework to understand the generation ofmagnetic fields in cool stars is still ongoing.
Even for the best studied star, the Sun, there is no consensus on a model to describe
the solar dynamo (Brun & Browning, 2017), let alone for other stars for which there
are fewer observational constraints.
Many models for describing stellar dynamos have originated from the magnetic in-
duction equation derived frommean field theory. A summary and derivation of this,
as well as an extended discussion on dynamos can be found in Brun & Browning
(2017). These classical dynamo models are classified by the location of the origin of
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the field within the star, and which of the first two terms in the induction equation
(equation 13 in Brun & Browning, 2017) dominates the production of poloidal and
toroidal fields. The first term in the induction equation represents the motions of the
large-scale field bymeridional flows, or differential rotation (the
 effect). The second
the term, called the α effect, describes the conversion between poloidal and toroidal
field by the lifting and twisting of magnetic flux by convection and Coriolis forces.
The solar dynamo is typically described as an interface layer α 
 dynamo (Parker,
1993; Charbonneau & MacGregor, 1997), where the origin of the toroidal field gen-
erated by the ω effect lies at the interface between the radiative core and convective
envelope, called the tachocline. In this dynamo model, the α effect then transforms
the toroidal field back to a poloidal field with the opposite polarity of the original
poloidal field. This dynamo model agrees well with many phenomena observed in
our Sun, such as the cyclic polarity reversals, and the numbers and locations of spots
over the Solar cycle (Charbonneau &MacGregor, 1997).
Some stars exhibit little or no differential rotation, i.e. appear to rotate as solid bod-
ies. For stars with no differential rotation, the changes in the field can be described by
an α2 model, where the α effect is the source for both the poloidal and toroidal fields,
producing either steady or cyclical fields depending on the circumstances (Rüdiger
et al., 2003).
In recent years, 3Dmagnetohydrodynamic (MHD) simulationshavebeen employed
to expand beyond the models frommean field theory, and simulate more completely
the Solar dynamo (see e.g. Hotta et al., 2016), and other solar-like main sequence stars
(see e.g. Guerrero et al., 2016). However, there have been few studies specifically simu-
lating the dynamos in PMS cool stars as they evolve onto themain sequence. A recent
attempt by Emeriau-Viard & Brun (2017) finds broad agreement with the observa-
tions of magnetic field morphology across the PMS section of the HR digram from
the Magnetic Protostars and Planets1 (MaPP) program, namely that stars without or
with very small radiative cores exhibit large, poloidal, axisymmetric fields, but form
weaker, non-axisymmetric fields as the radiative core becomes larger than half the stel-
1https://wiki.lam.fr/mapp/FrontPage
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lar radius (Gregory et al., 2012). This model, however only follows the evolution of
a 1 M star on the slow rotation track described by Gallet & Bouvier (2013), and so
does not address the evolution of lower mass stars that remain fully convective, or
those that form as rapid rotator. The agreement of these simulations to observations
of wTTS is explored in this thesis and discussed in Chapter 5.
1.4 Observing StellarMagnetic Activity
Stellar magnetic activity can be observed in a multitude of ways, due to the variety of
phenomena caused by the stellar magnetism. Stellar activity is typically measured us-
ing activity indicators in stellar spectra: particular regions of spectra that vary due to
magnetic activity through various physical processes. Stellar activity is also indicated
by the presence and amount of dark spots or bright regions on the surface, which
can be mapped using Doppler Imaging. In addition, the large scale magnetic fields
themselves can be reconstructed using high resolution spectropolarimetric observa-
tions through the technique of Zeeman Doppler Imaging. These complementary
methods of probing stellar activity are described below. This thesis will concentrate
on optical methods for measuring stellar activity, though activity is also studied at X-
ray or radio wavelengths.
1.4.1 Activity Indicators
The depth, width and shape of absorption lines in stellar spectra probe the physical
environment inwhich they aremade. Different spectral lines can be sensitive to differ-
ent aspects of that environment, such as the temperature, pressure, plasma velocity,
and the stellar magnetic field (Gray, 2008). There are a handful of lines that are of
particular interest for stellar and exoplanet astronomy due to their known sensitivity
to stellar activity.
One activity tracer that is widely used is the Ca II H and K lines (λ3968.47 Å and
λ3933.66 Å). These lines are created in the lower chromosphere, and are well corre-
lated with chromospheric activity caused by the stellar magnetic fields, and as such are
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used as a proxy for measuring stellar magnetic cycles, as well as for comparing activ-
ity levels between stars (see e.g. Noyes et al., 1984; Boisse et al., 2009). It is typically
quantified as the S-index, which is calculated as the ratio of the flux in each line over
a defined bandpass and calibrated to theMt. Wilson catalogue, or the logR0HK index,
which is corrected for photospheric flux. However, this line is not used for stars with
B-V colours greater than 1.2 due to a lack of calibration (Gomes da Silva et al., 2011),
and in faint, cool stars where there is little flux in this end of the spectrum, as is the
case for this thesis.
The hydrogen Balmer lines, and more specifically Hα is another common, if im-
perfect, activity indicator, indicative of magnetic activity in the upper chromosphere
of cool stars. However, given the ubiquity of hydrogen in stars, it is also sensitive to
other physical processes. For young and active stars, such as T Tauri stars, Hα can
indicate mass motions to and from the star, such as stellar winds indicated with a P
Cygni profile shape in the line, or accretion onto the stellar surface, typically indicated
by very high emission.
The Na I Doublet (λ5895.92 Å and λ5889.95 Å) is known to be a tracer of activity
in stars with (B   V )  1.1 (Díaz et al., 2007). It is formed between the lower-to-
middle chromosphere, and so complements the Ca II H and K and Hα lines (Mauas,
2000). Díaz et al. (2007) caution that the relation between the Na I doublet index
and the chromospheric activity as measures by Ca H&K differs from star to star, and
so should be used only for monitoring changes in activity for a given stars, and not
for comparing activity levels between stars. However, Gomes da Silva et al. (2011) do
find a correlation between the mean Na I doublet index and S-index for a sample of
M-dwarfs surveys as part of the HARPS planet search. Given this, the Na doublet is
used to monitor the surface activity of the twoM-type stars in this thesis.
Lastly, the behaviour of the He I D3 line (λ5875.62 Å) is considered, but only in
the context of a possible flaring event. Whilst it does appear to be correlated with
the presence of plage (Landman, 1981), Gomes da Silva et al. (2011) found it to only
correlate weakly with activity in low mass stars.
Used in combination, these activity indices serve in this thesis to trace patterns of
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activity on the stellar surface by inspecting their variation with rotation, and comple-
ments the surface brightness, and radial velocity analysis.
1.4.2 Mapping large-scale Surface Brightness
Stars, particularly those that are very active, are not uniform in brightness, but display
brighter (plage) or darker (spot) regions on the stellar photosphere. These features are
intimately tied with the stellar magnetic field, which can suppress convection in some
areas causing spots (Berdyugina, 2005), or excite regions in the upper chromosphere
and photosphere causing plages (Lean, 1997). As the magnetic field on a star changes,
so do the presence of spots and plages. These brightness inhomogeneities can be ob-
served in great detail on the Sun, which undergoes an 11 year cycle of changing spot
frequency and location (Babcock, 1961).
Despite stars being generally unresolved point sources, we are able to infer their
large-scale surface brightness topologies using the technique ofDoppler Imaging (DI).
By takingmultiple high-resolution spectra at different stellar rotational phases, we are
able to reconstruct bright and dark areas on the surface by examining changes in the
shape of absorption lines with stellar rotation. Despite the signal of the surface bright-
ness inhomogeneities being small in a single absorption line, a least squares deconvo-
lution (LSD) is typically performed to combine the lines together and increase the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), producing an LSD profile (see Donati & Brown, 1997,
for more details). A time series of LSD profiles is then used for the surface brightness
reconstruction. A schematic illustration of DI is given in Figure 1.4. This shows the
changes in an LSD profile as the spot moves across the stellar surface.
The resolution of the reconstructed image is dependent on the v sin(i) of the star:
the greater the degree of rotational broadening projected along the line of sight, the
more spatial information canbeprobed, at a given instrumental resolution. The lower
limit of v sin(i) for DI is the point at which rotation is no longer the dominant form
of broadening in the line. Additional broadening sources, such as microturbulence
andmacroturbulence, are temperature and gravity dependent, and so this limit varies
according to the spectral type of a star. In lowmass stars, the broadening contribution
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Figure 1.4: An illustration of the effect of an idealised spot (illustrated on the sphere) on the shape of LSD intensity
proﬁles (line below the sphere), and the change in shape of the LSD as the spot moves across the line of sight. Figure is
as adaptation of an animation by Donati et al. (2015)
ofmicroturbulence is about 1-2km/s, and the contribution of radial-tangentialmacro-
turbulence is around 3km/s (Gray, 2008). In practice, however, the instrumental res-
olution limits this further, with the lower limit of v sin(i) for active stars being around
10 km/s or higher. In the MaTYSSE program, the system with the lowest v sin(i) for
which brightness maps could be produced had a v sin(i) of 9.5 km s 1 (Donati et al.,
2015).
The timing of observations for reconstructing the large-scale brightness is crucial.
The total time span of a given set of observations used for a single reconstructionmust
be shorter than the evolutionary timescale of the stellar surface features, which is typ-
ically a few weeks to a few months for cool stars (Giles et al., 2017). In addition, the
observations shouldbe ideally spaced to sample the rotationperiodwell, ideally at least
ten phases covering the rotation cycle as evenly as possible. For more rapid rotators
where higher spatial resolution is possible more phases are advantageous. Addition-
ally, targets need to be bright enough relative to their rotation, so that the length of
an exposure is not a significant fraction of their rotation cycle so as to avoid blurring
out the surface features. While the v sin(i) constraints limit DI, it provides a uniquely




Stellar magnetic fields can be observed and measured by the effect they have on ab-
sorption features in the stellar spectrum. In the presence of amagnetic field, the energy
levels of atomic transitions split, and thus splitting the observed absorption features.
This phenomenon is known as the Zeeman Effect, and was first observed in stars by
Babcock (1947) in the chemically peculiar star 78 Vir. The line splitting width, in ve-
locity space, is given by:
v = 1.4λ0gB, (1.1)
were λ0 is the wavelength of the unspilt transition, B is the magnetic field strength,
and g is the Landé factor, which characterises the sensitivity of a given transition to
a magnetic field (Reiners, 2010). An illustration of the Zeeman effect is given on the
left-hand panel of Figure 1.5, reproduced from Reiners (2010). Here the transition
that remains the same in energy in the presence of a magnetic field is denoted pi, and
the two components that do change are denoted σ . In stars, this effect is observed
as a characteristic broadening of the line, as other effects such as thermal and Doppler
sources of broadening prevent a clear separation of the energy levels. Bymeasuring the
degree of broadening, the unsigned average magnetic field strength hBi can be mea-
sured. Given the wavelength dependance of the Zeeman effect, Zeeman broadening
measurements are easier at infrared wavelengths.
Another method to observe magnetic fields is by measuring the polarisation in the
stellar absorption lines. Polarised light can be described using the Stokes vector [I, Q,
U,V],where I is the total intensity of the light, U andQare the two linear polarisation
states, andV is the circular polarisation (Donati&Landstreet, 2009). Thepolarisation
of light due to the Zeeman effect is illustrated in the right hand panel of figure 1.5. The
pi component is always linearly polarised, where as the σ components are seen to be
linearly or circularly polarised depending on the line of sight to the magnetic field
(Reiners, 2012). In practice, the Stokes V component of polarisation is preferentially
observed, as the Zeeman signatures in Stokes Q and U are much smaller and harder
to detect than in Stokes V (Reiners, 2012).
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Observations of Zeeman signatures in circularly polarised light are done as a set of
4 exposures. The orientation of a quarter wave plate is alternated between exposures,
with exposure 1 and 4 setwith one alignment, and 2 and 3 set as the opposite alignment
(Petit et al., 2003). This is done to remove any instrumental polarisation as a systematic
error in the observations. From these exposures, the unpolarised Stoke I spectrum is
calculate by summing all the spectra together, and the Stokes V spectrum is calculated
by constructively adding the polarisation states (Donati et al., 1997). A null spectrum
is also generated by destructively adding the polarised spectra (Donati et al., 1997),
and is used to assess if any residual spurious sources of signal remain (Bagnulo et al.,
2009). The signal of a Zeeman signature in Stokes V is small compared to the overall
spectral intensity. To improve the SNR for Stokes V detections, lines are combined
using LSD, including a weighting for the Landé factor to account for the sensitivity
of each line to the magnetic field (Donati et al., 1997).
From the Stokes V Zeeman signatures, an averaged line-of-sight, or longitudinal,
magnetic field, Bl can be calculated as an integration of the line. This thesis uses the
method of Mathys (1989); Donati et al. (1997), where Bl is calculated as:




(v   v0)V (v)dv
[1   I(v)]dv , (1.2)
where I(v) and V (v) are the Stokes I and V LSD profiles as a function of velocity, v0
is the central velocity, c is the speed of light, and λ and g are the mean wavelength and
Landé factor of the LSD profiles. This measurement is a lower limit of the total field
at a given line of sight, as areas of opposite polarity will cancel. In this way, Bl is lim-
ited in what it can probe about the stellar magnetic field. However, longitudinal field
measurements are useful for measuring the rotation period of the star. In addition,
there can be a strong rotational modulated Bl signal without a signal present in the
spectral indices (see Chapter 3 for an example), making it another useful indicator for
stellar sources of radial velocity signals.
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Figure 1.5: Illustration of Zeeman splitting (left) and the induced polarisation (right), reproduced fromReiners (2010)
1.4.4 Mapping Large-ScaleMagnetic Fields
The large-scale magnetic fields of stars can bemapped using the technique of Zeeman
Doppler Imaging (ZDI) (Semel, 1989; Brown et al., 1991; Semel et al., 1993). ZDI is a
uniquely useful technique for observing andmapping stellarmagnetic field, and sohas
provided the observational basis for numerous stellar dynamo studies. ZDI originated
in the late 1980’s and early 90’s, and has since been employed to survey stellarmagnetic
fields across theHRdiagram, through a range of international collaborative programs,
such asBCool (Marsden et al., 2014), TouPIES (Folsomet al., 2016; Folsomet al., 2018),
MaPP (e.g. Donati et al., 2008) andMaTYSSE (e.g. Donati et al., 2015).
ZDI measures and reconstructs the large-scale surface magnetic fields based on the
shape and size of Zeeman signatures in Stokes V line profiles. The size and shape of
a Zeeman signature in Stokes V, and the way these signatures change with stellar ro-
tation, encodes information about surface magnetic features, such as their size, field
strength, orientation (radial, azimuthal or meridional) and sign (positive or negative).
To reconstruct the large-scale fields, observations are taken over several consecutive
stellar rotations, covering as many phases as possible to best constrain the field mor-
phology, as well as estimate any surface differential rotation. The field is then recon-
structed by solving for the map with the minimum information (maximum entropy)
that reproduces the observed Stokes V profiles, within the level of noise in the data.
This thesis uses the ZDI code ZDIPy by Folsom et al. (2018), which is based on the
ZDI code of Donati et al. (2006). In this code, as with most modern ZDI codes, the
magnetic field is described as a series of spherical harmonics. This allows a quantitative
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analysis of the magnetic field topology, by allocating amounts of energy to different
harmonic components. The implementation of the ZDI code employed in this the-
sis has been calibrated against the code of Donati et al. (2006) and reconstructions
compared with the zDOTS ZDI code (Hussain et al., 2000, 2016).
For a more detailed analysis and summary of the technique of ZDI and its scientific
outcomes, see the review papers by Donati & Landstreet (2009), Reiners (2012) and
Brun & Browning (2017).
1.4.5 Measuring Differential Rotation
The latitude dependence of stellar surface rotation, i.e. differential rotation, provides
an important empirical constraint on stellar dynamomodels. Differential rotation is a
technically challenging measurement that is achieved through the process of Doppler
andZeemanDoppler Imaging (see e.g. Petit et al., 2002;Donati et al., 2003). Through
using a time series of high signal to noise Stokes I or V LSDprofiles that typically span
multiple rotation periods, the surface brightness and magnetic field maps are solved
as an inverse problem, incorperating the surface differential rotation needed to best
reproduce the observed profiles. Calculation of a unique reliable differential rotation
measurement depends on the signal to noise, completeness of the phase coverage and
the number of rotations observed (Mengel, 2017).
1.5 StellarWinds and Exoplanetary Systems
Thedirect observationofwinds fromcool stars is beyondpresent techniques and tech-
nologies, as the wind is too diffuse to view directly (Wood, 2004). In very active and
young stars, the interaction of the wind with the interstellar medium (ISM) is only
observable in cases of very young active stars with very strong winds, where excess
blue-ward absorption can be seen in Lyα (λ1216 Å, Wood, 2004), or in cases where
this interaction is strong enough to emit X-rays (Wargelin & Drake, 2001). Strong
stellar winds can also be observed in Hα emission spectra of hot stars, as well as red
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giants and super-giants by a characteristic P Cygni shape in the line profile (Wood,
2004). For solar-type main sequence stars, direct observation remains impossible, so
estimates of the wind properties are done through simulations.
The information gained about the large-scale magnetic fields fromZDI can be used
to estimate the properties of the stellar wind and its impact on the formation and
evolution of planetary systems. By applying themagnetic field information fromZDI
to magnetohydrodynamic solar wind simulation codes, the wind properties of other
stars can be estimated. ZDI has thus given rise to a number of stellar wind studies,
with a particular focus on stellar evolution, and planetary evolution and habitability.
With the availability of long termZDIobservations for some stars, it is nowpossible
to estimate the changes inwind properties throughout a stellarmagnetic cycle, and the
resulting impact on exoplanet space weather.
This thesis uses the 3DMHD Block-Adaptive-Tree Solar Wind Roe-type Upwind
Scheme (bats-r-us, Powell et al., 1999; Tóth et al., 2005, 2012) code to simulate the
wind for several epochs of ZDI observations. bats-r-us was originally written as a
Solar wind simulation, using magnetograms from Solar observations and measure-
ments of the solar coronal properties. Today, bats-r-us is still extensively used to
simulate Solar wind phenomena (see e.g. Walsh et al., 2018), but in recent years has
been adapted tomodel stellar winds (Alvarado-Gómez et al., 2016; Vidotto&Donati,
2017, see e.g.). The modelling in this thesis builds on the work of Vidotto et al. (2012)
and Vidotto et al. (2014).
1.6 Exoplanets Around Active Stars
The sample of confirmed exoplanets to date are almost exclusively orbiting stars of low
activity. This is deliberate, as stellar activity can obscure and mimic planetary signals.
This is particularly a problem in the twomost commonmethods for exoplanet detec-
tion, transit photometry and radial velocity, as both rely on studying stellar behaviour
to infer the presence of a planet. The radial velocity method relies on accurately mea-
suring shifts in the wavelength of absorption features in stellar spectra. The variations
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in surface brightness can skew the absorption lines, which can bemistakenlymeasured
as a shift in wavelength. These apparent shifts then change as the star rotates and dif-
ferent surface features come into and out of the line of sight. In this way, a signal
can be induced in the radial velocity data, typically on the same period as the stellar
rotation, or an alias of the stellar rotation period. On very active stars, these surface
features are sometimes so large that the amplitude of the stellar activity signal in the
radial velocities can exceed that of even a close in giant planet.
This activity presents a problem for trying to understand planet formation andmi-
gration timescales. Young stars are very active making it difficult to find and charac-
terise newly formed and evolving planetary systems. In recent years, however, there
has been some success in using radial velocities to detect planets around young, active
stars. This success is due to the development of techniques to characterise, and hence
mitigate, these stellar activity signals in radial velocity data. Donati et al. (2014) devel-
oped amethod to remove the influence of large stellar activity on radial velocity curves
by using the surface brightness information gained fromDI to measure the radial ve-
locity contribution of the surface spots and plage, and subtract it from the observed
radial velocities. With this method there have been two young exoplanet discoveries,
one each around V830 Tau (Donati et al., 2016, 2017), and TAP 26 (Yu et al., 2017).
This thesis applies the method of Donati et al. (2014) to the sample of wTTSs pre-
sented here to search for young, close-in giant planets, and so further investigate the
occurrence rate of these types of planets around young stars.
There are twomethods of measuring stellar radial velocities used in this thesis. The
first and most widely used method in this thesis follows that Donati et al. (2014), and
is based onmeasurement of the first order moment of the Stokes I LSD profiles. This
first order moment is calculated as:
RV =
P v(1   I(v))P
1   I(v) , (1.3)
where v is the velocity at each point in the Stokes I LSD profile, I(v). This same equa-
tion is applied to the Doppler Imaging fit to the Stokes I profiles to quantify the con-
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tribution of surface brightness inhomogeneities to the stellar radial velocity measure-






where σI is the uncertainty in each Stokes I point (points in the DI fit spectrum are
taken as having zero error). This uncertainty estimate is the intrinsic Doppler error
over the LSD profile, and does not include systematic sources of error such as instru-
mental error, or any error introduced by the data reduction and creation of the LSD
profile.
The secondmethod of radial velocity analysis was used for the spectra of TWA 7 to
achieve a better radial velocity precision. This involves taking theHARPS pipeline re-
duced data, resampling it to a uniform velocity step of 300 m s 1 and creating a mean
of all spectra. Each observed spectrum was then cross-correlated with the mean spec-
trum, creating a time-series of cross-correlation functions (CCFs). These CCFs are
similar in to LSD profiles in that they represent a type of averaged line (although ad-
ditionally broadened by the intrinsic broadening of the mean spectrum), but with
smaller uncertainties than LSD profile and hence providing more precise radial veloc-
ities. CCFs however do not preserve line shapewell, and hence are not used forDI and
ZDI. The radial velocities are measured in the CCFs by fitting a Generalised Gaussian
Distribution. Thismethod is similar to that of Baranne et al. (1996); Pepe et al. (2002),
but uses a mean spectrum as the template. The uncertainties in these radial velocities
are calculated according to the method of Butler &Marcy (1996) as described above,
applied to the CCFs.
1.7 Structure of this thesis
Given the preceding discussion, the aim of this thesis is to use high-resolution spec-
tropolarimetry to explore the dynamo magnetic fields of young stars, and how this
affects stellar evolution and the evolution or their planetary systems. In Chapter 2 I
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explore what spectropolarimetry of two Solar-mass wTTSs at 2Myrs and 10Myrs can
tell us about the evolutionof the young stellar dynamo. In addition to this, a search for
young planetary companions is made. In Chapter 3 I expand this sample to explore
the changes in young stellar dynamos with mass, including the lowest mass wTTS
observed to date. In addition, a search for young planetary companions is made. In
Chapter 4, I apply the information gained froma time series of ZDI observation of the
large scale fields to estimate the winds properties of a 1 Gyr Solar-type star, τ Boötis.
From this I infer the expected impacts of the wind and activity on the close-in giant
planet τ Boo b. Finally, in Chapter 5 I bring together the results of Chapters 2, 3 and
4 to offer conclusions as to the nature of the dynamos in young cool stars and the
potential impacts of winds on stellar and planetary evolution.
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ABSTRACT
We present a detailed analysis of high-resolution spectropolarimetric observations of the weak-
line T Tauri stars (wTTSs) TWA 9A and V1095 Sco as part of a wider survey of magnetic
properties and activity in weak-line T Tauri stars, called MaTYSSE (Magnetic Topologies of
Young Stars and the Survival of close-in giant Exoplanets). Our targets have similar masses but
differing ages which span the stage of radiative core formation in solar-mass stars. We use the
intensity line profiles to reconstruct surface brightness maps for both stars. The reconstructed
brightness maps for TWA 9A and V1095 Sco were used to model and subtract the activity-
induced jitter, reducing the RMS in the radial velocity measurements of TWA 9A by a factor
of ∼7, and for V1095 Sco by a factor of ∼3. We detect significant circular polarization for
both stars, but only acquired a high-quality circular polarisation time-series for TWA 9A.
Our reconstructed large-scale magnetic field distribution of TWA 9A indicates a strong, non-
axisymmetric field. We also analyse the chromospheric activity of both stars by investigating
their H α emission, finding excess blue-ward emission for most observations of V1095 Sco,
and symmetric, double-peaked emission for TWA 9A, with enhanced emission at one epoch
likely indicating a flaring event.
Key words: magnetic fields – techniques: polarimetric – stars: formation – stars: imaging –
stars: individual: TWA 9A – stars: individual: V1095 Sco.
1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
Magnetic fields play an important role in the evolution of stars,
particularly in the pre-main sequence stages. As a star evolves from
a protostar obscured by a cloud of dust, it emerges as a young clas-
sical T Tauri Star (cTTS), accreting matter from a surrounding disc
of gas and dust. Magnetic fields are understood to control this ac-
creting matter, and dissipate excess angular momentum that would
otherwise cause the star to break up as it forms (Bouvier 2013).
Once accretion has stopped and the inner disc has been cleared of
gas and dust, the star is classed as a weak-line T Tauri star (wTTS),
so called because of a lack of accretion-driven H α emission in its
spectra. Given that the distinct populations of wTTSs and cTTSs
span a similar range of ages and internal structure development,
magnetic field studies can be used to investigate intrinsic physical
differences between the accreting cTTSs and non-accreting wTTSs,
 E-mail: belinda.annette.nicholson@gmail.com
and determine the effect, if any, that accretion has on the large-scale
magnetic fields of these stars.
The magnetic fields of a number of cTTSs have been studied in
detail through the Magnetic Protostars and Planets (MaPP) project
(e.g. Donati et al. 2007, 2008, 2010, 2011; Hussain et al. 2009;
Donati et al. 2012). These show a range in the large-scale surface
magnetic field topologies, which appears to correlate with internal
structure evolution: fully convective cTTSs show predominantly
dipolar and axisymmetric fields, whereas cTTSs that have evolved
to form a radiative core demonstrate complex multipolar, non-
axisymmetric fields (see Gregory et al. 2012 for a more detailed
discussion).
In recent years, various wTTSs [V410 Tau (Skelly et al. 2010),
LkCa 4 (Donati et al. 2014), V819 Tau (Donati et al. 2015), V830
Tau (Donati et al. 2015; Donati et al. 2016, 2017), TAP 26 (Yu
et al. 2017), Par 1379 and Par 2244 (Hill et al. 2017)] have had
their large-scale surface magnetic fields mapped, thanks to the
Magnetic Topologies of Young Stars and the Survival of close-in
giant Exoplanets (MaTYSSE) large programme, an international,
C© 2018 The Author(s)
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Table 1. Journal of observations for star TWA 9A. This table lists (1) the date of observation, (2) the Heliocentric Julian date, (3) the exposure time as a set
of sub-exposures, (4) the stellar rotational phase based on a period of 5.01 d, with the zero-point set as the date of the first observation, (5) the peak SNRs in
Stokes I per observation, (6) the peak SNR in Stokes V per observation, (7) the SNR after performing least-squares deconvolution (LSD, see Section 2.1) in
Stokes I, and (8) the SNR after LSD in Stokes V.
Date HJD Exposure Rotation Stokes I Stokes V Stokes I Stokes V
(2014) (2456000+) time (s) phase obs. SNR obs. SNR LSD SNR LSD SNR
23 May 801.64194 4 × 1100 0.00 37 32 798 1731
25 May 803.59193 4 × 1100 0.39 56 58 1036 2873
26 May 804.58780 4 × 1100 0.59 60 56 1057 3190
27 May 805.58943 4 × 1100 0.79 41 37 1008 2894
30 May 808.59376 4 × 1700 1.39 82 73 1090 4225
31 May 809.51753 4 × 1700 1.57 93 83 1109 5161
1 June 810.53135 4 × 1700 1.77 92 84 1126 5178
2 June 811.52101 4 × 1700 1.97 116 103 1151 6670
3 June 812.58791 4 × 1700 2.18 49 45 856 2256
5 June 814.55552 4 × 1700 2.58 76 70 1067 4156
6 June 815.66190 4 × 1700 2.80 52 46 845 2454
7 June 816.55456 4 × 1700 2.98 76 66 1083 4075
8 June 817.54804 4 × 1700 3.17 76 71 1090 4239
9 June 818.54821 4 × 1700 3.37 83 75 1120 4732
multitelescope programme (CFHT, TBL, and ESO 3.6m) aimed at
gathering spectropolarimetric observations of wTTSs. These stud-
ies have found an even larger range of magnetic topologies than was
found in accreting stars; from predominantly dipolar, poloidal field
in the case of V830 Tau, to a predominantly toroidal field configu-
ration in the case of LkCa 4, implying that changing the accretion
state may have an impact on surface field topology.
In addition to characterizing their surface features, the MaTYSSE
programme also aims to search for close-in giant exoplanets around
wTTSs, applying the surface brightness information from Doppler
imaging (DI) to aid in reducing activity-induced jitter in the radial
velocity curves. WTTSs are ideal targets for searching for young
exoplanets, due to the lack of interference from accretion or obscu-
ration by a disc, and their fast rotation rates making them suitable
DI targets. With this jitter-reduction technique there have been two
close-in, giant, exoplanets detected, one each around V830 Tau and
TAP 26.
In this paper, we present an analysis of spectropolarimetric data
for two wTTSs, TWA 9A and V1095 Sco. We reconstruct the surface
brightness topologies of both TWA 9A and V1095 Sco, and for
TWA 9A we reconstruct the surface large-scale magnetic field. We
also present an analysis of radial velocity curves for both stars
using one of the activity filtering techniques developed in previous
MaTYSSE studies, and compare the effectiveness of different DI
techniques on activity jitter reduction. TWA 9A and V1095 Sco are
presented together as both of them were observed with the HARPS
spectrograph, and provide an interesting contrast in rotation rates
and evolutionary stages, while having similar spectral types, and
can both be considered young solar analogues. TWA 9A is a well-
characterized wTTS in the TW Hya association, with numerous
existing observations from optical to X-ray wavelengths. V1095
Sco has also been the target of multiwavelength studies, but has not
been characterized in much detail.
In Section 2, we detail the observations, and in Section 3 we
determine the parameters and evolutionary statuses of our stars
from the literature and our own calculations. Section 4 describes
the process of creating the surface brightness and magnetic field
maps, and we examine the H α emission in the spectra of both
stars in Section 5. Section 6 presents analysis of the radial velocity
curves of each star, and Section 7 explores the stellar rotation period
measurements in our work. We summarize and discuss our findings
in Section 8.
2 O BSERVATI ON S
TWA 9A and V1095 Sco were both observed as part of the
MaTYSSE programme using the HARPS spectropolarimeter on
the 3.6m ESO Telescope at the La Silla Observatory in Chile. The
journals of observations for TWA 9A and V1095 Sco are shown in
Tables 1 and 2, respectively. A total of 14 observations were made
of TWA 9A over 17 nights, and 13 observations of V1095 Sco over
13 nights, corresponding to approximately three rotations of TWA
9A, and over four rotations of V1095 Sco. Each observation was
taken as a set of four sub-exposures in alternating configurations
of the quarter-wave retarder to remove to first order any spurious
polarization signals. The wavelength coverage of the spectra is from
383 to 691 nm with a spectral resolution of ∼115 000, and peak
signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) ranging between 36 and 116 for TWA
9A, and 60 and 100 for V1095 Sco.
The data were reduced using LIBRE-ESPRIT, a pipeline reduction
tool designed for spectropolarimetric observations, with adapta-
tions for use with HARPS polarimetric data (He´brard et al. 2016),
following the procedure outlined by Donati et al. (1997).
2.1 Least-squares deconvolution
To increase the SNR in our intensity and Stokes V line profiles,
absorption lines are combined using LSD (Donati et al. 1997). This
process involves de-convolving the observed stellar spectrum with
an absorption line list, giving the profile of an average line (called an
LSD profile) with an enhanced SNR compared to a single line profile
in the original spectrum. In order to create this average profile, we
first create a line list specifying the depths and Lande´ factors of
selected photospheric lines based on the star’s spectral type. For both
stars, a list was generated using the VALD3 database (Ryabchikova
et al. 2015), using the stars’ respective effective temperatures ( Teff )
and log surface gravities (log g) as inputs (determination of these
quantities is detailed in Section 3.1). These lists were edited to
remove lines that were contaminated by obvious emission features,
strong stellar absorption features, and telluric absorption features,
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Table 2. Table of observations for star V1095 Sco. For description, see caption of Table 1. A rotation period of 2.90 d was used for calculating the rotation
phase.
Date HJD Exposure Rotation Stokes I Stokes V Stokes I Stokes V
(2014) (2456000+) time (s) phase obs. SNR obs. SNR LSD SNR LSD SNR
14 June 823.63745 4 × 1250 0.00 67 62 839 2310
15 June 824.65217 4 × 1250 0.35 61 56 846 2168
16 June 825.72489 4 × 1250 0.72 67 61 877 2393
17 June 826.68254 4 × 1900 1.05 85 76 914 3190
18 June 827.68058 4 × 1900 1.39 85 80 905 3166
19 June 828.71628 4 × 1900 1.75 87 78 935 3358
20 June 829.62037 4 × 1900 2.06 81 75 913 2910
21 June 830.59708 4 × 1900 2.40 64 38 846 1363
22 June 831.64483 4 × 1900 2.76 92 78 980 3129
23 June 832.59325 4 × 1900 3.09 98 91 967 3605
24 June 833.59082 4 × 1900 3.43 68 64 828 2397
25 June 834.62734 4 × 1900 3.79 63 59 838 2233
26 June 835.59555 4 × 1900 4.12 67 63 771 2386
or had a line depth relative to the deepest line of less than 0.1. For
each star, the LSD line profiles were renormalized and scaled by the
mean equivalent width of the set of LSD profiles. The resulting LSD
profiles have a mean SNR in Stokes V (Stokes I) of 3845 (1031) for
TWA 9A and 2662 (881) for V1095 Sco. The peak SNR in Stokes
V for all observations for both stars is given in Tables 1 and 2.
3 EVO LUT I ONA RY STAT E S O F T WA 9 A
A N D V 1 0 9 5 S C O
3.1 Spectral classification
Determining the spectral type of a PMS star is not straightforward,
and appears be sensitive to the procedure used. This is exemplified
by the range in spectral types and temperatures found in the literature
and determined here for both stars. For TWA 9A, the literature
values for spectral type range between K5 (e.g. Manara et al. 2013)
and K7 (e.g. Pecaut & Mamajek 2013), cooler than the K4 we
determine here. Manara et al. determine the spectral types from
the relative depths of several molecular bands using low-resolution,
visible spectra in the range 580–900nm. Pecaut and Mamajek use
low-resolution spectra in a narrower range of wavelengths (560–
690nm), and compare several atomic lines, blends, and molecular
bands to a set of PMS spectral standards. For cooler stars, the
inclusion of cooler molecular bands and blends for spectral typing
leads to a cooler temperature, as these features will be present in
the spots on the surface, skewing the photospheric temperature. The
exception to this is the use of TiO molecular bands, which Herczeg
& Hillenbrand (2014) find to be poorly modelled for PMS stars,
giving a hotter spectral type compared to when they are excluded.
This potentially explains the difference in spectral types between
Manara et al. who include TiO and Pecaut and Mamajek who do
not.
Given the uncertainty in the literature, we re-determine the Teff
and log g of both stars using the spectral typing procedure outlined
in Donati et al. (2012), which follows the method of Valenti & Fis-
cher (2005) of comparing high-resolution optical spectra to a grid
of synthetic spectra generated for a range ofTeff and log (g) values.
For TWA 9A, we find a Teff of 4400 ± 50 K and log g of 4.1 ± 0.2.
Using the conversion table of Herczeg & Hillenbrand (2014), this
corresponds to a spectral type around K4. This spectral typing pro-
cedure uses only atomic lines that are less sensitive down to spot
temperatures.
For V1095 Sco, we find aTeff of 4350 ± 50 K and log g of
3.8 ± 0.2, which also corresponds to a spectral type of K4. Kraut-
ter et al. (1997) found a spectral type of K5 using low-resolution
spectra, and comparing with MS spectral standards from the MK
star catalogue (Buscombe 1981, 1988). Gregory, Adams & Davies
(2016) find that, at a given temperature, the use of MS spectral stan-
dards gives a systematically cooler spectral type for mid-G to mid-K
stars. This may explain the slightly cooler spectral type found by
Krautter et al. compared with our determined spectral type.
3.2 Determination of stellar parameters and inclination
In order to determine the most accurate surface maps, we must first
determine the inclination of our stars with respect to the observer.
This is evaluated based on rotation period, vsin i and radius of the
star. The radius, along with mass and age, is determined from PMS
stellar evolution tracks, in this case the models of Baraffe et al.
(2015), using Teff (see Section 3.1) and luminosity.
There are a variety of values of luminosity for TWA 9A in the lit-
erature, ranging from 0.13 L (McDonald, Zijlstra & Boyer 2012)
up to 0.34 L (Pecaut & Mamajek 2013). The variation in these
values can be at least partly accounted for by differences in the
distance used. McDonald et al. use the Hipparcos-derived parallax
distance of 46 pc for their luminosity calculation. Pecaut & Ma-
majek redetermine their own distance (70.0 ± 3.8 pc) using the
kinematic parameters from Weinberger, Anglada-Escude´ & Boss
(2013), and the method described in Mamajek (2005). Manara et al.
(2013) use the distance of ∼68 pc from Mamajek (2005), but as-
sume a different apparent magnitude, and so find a lower luminosity
of 0.25 L. All luminosity calculations mentioned in the literature
take the interstellar extinction, Av , to be zero. This likely results
from using low-resolution spectra to determine extinction, which
can lead to zero, or negative extinction values, as in the case of
Herczeg & Hillenbrand (2014). We re-determine the luminosity
using the parallax measurement from Gaia Data Release 2 (DR2;
Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016, 2018), which gives a distance of
76.4 ± 0.3 pc. We calculate extinction, Av using apparent V-band
magnitude, mV = 11.143 ± 0.029 mag, from Henden et al. (2016),
V-band bolometric correction BCV = −0.77 ± 0.18 and intrin-
sic colour (B − V)0 = 1.1 ± 0.09 from from Pecaut & Mamajek
(2013), and observed colour (B − V) = 1.244 ± 0.067 from Hen-
den et al., giving Av = 0.42 ± 0.35 mag. This gives a luminosity
of 0.48 ± 0.09 L. This luminosity is higher than any listed in
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Figure 1. HR diagrams showing the locations, including 1σ uncertainties, of TWA 9A (cyan) and V1095 Sco (magenta) with relation to the Baraffe et al.
(2015) (right), and Siess et al. (2000) (left) PMS evolutionary models. In both figures, the black dotted lines are evolutionary tracks for 0.9 M , 1.0 M ,
1.1 M, and 1.2 M, and the red dashed lines are isochrones for 1 and 10 Myr. The green line indicates the boundary between full convection and the
formation of a radiative core, and the blue line indicated the point at where the radiative core becomes larger than 0.5R∗.
the literature. This higher luminosity is expected given our larger
distance, and high value of Av , which could be due to reddening
from the presence of photospheric spots, rather than interstellar
dust.
The literature values for the luminosity of V1095 Sco vary widely
from 0.74 L (Sartori, Le´pine & Dias 2003) to 3.45 L (Wahhaj
et al. 2010). These differences can also be attributed to differences
in distance and extinction corrections used. Since the distance to
V1095 Sco had not been measured at the time, both authors use the
distance to the Lupus star forming region. Sartori et al. takes this
distance to be 147 pc from Bertout, Robichon & Arenou (1999),
whereas Wahhaj et al. use 200 pc from Comero´n (2008). Both au-
thors differ in their choice of extinction, with Sartori et al. using Av
= 0.0, and Wahhaj et al. finding Av = 0.7. These stark differences
in extinction and distance values, as well as subtle differences in
values of apparent magnitude, account for the large differences in
luminosity. We recalculate the luminosity for V1095 Sco using the
parallax measurement from Gaia DR2, which give a distance of
162 ± 1 pc. We take the observed colour (B − V) = 1.309 ± 0.045
and apparent magnitude V = 11.424 ± 0.041 from Henden et al.
(2016), and intrinsic colour (B − V)0 = 1.11 ± 0.09 and bolo-
metric correction BC = −0.77 ± 0.18 from Pecaut & Mamajek
(2013) and calculate an extinction Av = 0.62 ± 0.31, giving a lu-
minosity of 2.0 ± 0.3 L. A higher estimate of Av compared to
TWA 9A is expected given the greater distance to this star, and
is likely affected by both interstellar dust and reddening due to
spots.
Fig. 1 shows the locations of TWA 9A and V1095 Sco on the HR
diagram with respect to the PMS evolutionary models of Baraffe
et al. (2015) (left), and, for comparison with other MaTYSSE stars,
the models of Siess, Dufour & Forestini (2000) (right). Our mass,
radius, and age estimates for our stars are based on the models
of Baraffe et al. (2015), and are shown in Table 3. These models
largely agree for stars on the Henyey track, as is the case of TWA
9A, but there are discrepancies for those on the Hayashi track,
with a difference in mass estimate of ∼0.1 M for V1095 Sco.
However, this difference is within the 3σ uncertainty in temper-
ature for V1095 Sco. Examining the proximity of these stars on
the HR diagram with respect to the point of radiative core for-
Table 3. Summary of the properties of TWA 9A and V1095 Sco. Uncer-
tainties are given where available.
TWA 9A V1095 Sco.
Mass, M∗ ( M ) 1.00 ± 0.1 0.96+0.05−0.08
Rsin i, (R) 1.070 ± 0.003 1.75 ± 0.03
Radius, R∗ (R) 1.2+0.3−0.2 2.5+0.4−0.5
Age (Myrs) 10+13−5 0.9+1.1−0.4
Luminosity, L∗ ( L ) 0.5 ± 0.2 2.0 ± 0.7
Distance, (pc) 76.4 ± 0.3 162 ± 1
Extinction, Av (mag) 0.42 ± 0.35 0.62 ± 0.32
vsin i (km s −1 ) 10.8 ± 0.02 30.6 ± 0.1
Rotation period,Prot (d) 5.01 ± 0.01 2.9 ± 0.05
Effective temperature,Teff (K) 4400 ± 50 4350 ± 50
Surface gravity, log (g) 4.1 ± 0.2 3.8 ± 0.2
Spectral type K4 K4
Inclination angle, i (Degrees) ∼65 ∼45
mation (green line), and the formation of a substantial radiative
core (>0.5R∗, blue line), both models indicate that V1095 Sco is
still fully convective, but close to forming a radiative core. TWA
9A, however, is estimated to have already formed a substantial ra-
diative core (0.60 ± 0.06R∗), and is more evolved than V1095
Sco.
We calculate the inclination of each star with respect to the
observer1 from the radii, vsin i ’s and rotation periods given in Ta-
ble 3. For V1095 Sco, we estimate an inclination of ∼45◦, slightly
higher than the inclination of ∼40◦ that results from the luminosity
value of 3.45 L from Wahhaj et al. For TWA 9A, we find an in-
clination of ∼65◦. It is interesting to note that none of the literature
luminosity values for TWA 9A result in a radius that gives a vi-
able sin (i) value (i.e. sin (i) < 1), supporting our larger luminosity
determination.
1In this convention, i = 0◦ means a pole-on view, and i = 90◦ means an
equator-on view.
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4 TO M O G R A P H I C M O D E L L I N G
4.1 Brightness mapping
Using the stellar parameters described in Section 3 and our Stokes
I LSD profiles (Section 2), we reconstruct surface brightness maps
of TWA 9A and V1095 Sco using the technique of DI. For this, we
use an updated version of the code DOTS (Collier Cameron 1997),
which now reconstructs surface brightness, as described by Donati
et al. (2014), allowing for both dark and bright regions, rather than
spot filling alone. We estimate the local line profile assuming a
Milne–Eddington model atmosphere, invert the profiles and use a
maximum entropy regularization to reconstruct an image of surface
brightness that requires the least amount of information to fit the
observed data to a given level described by the reduced chi-squared,
χ2r .
In the process of reconstructing the brightness map, we optimize
for the mean radial velocityvrad , local line equivalent width (EW),
vsin i , and rotation period, Prot , for each star; the latter two of these
parameters are given in Table 3. The fits to the intensity profiles are
shown by the red lines in Figs 2 and 3.
The surface brightness maps of TWA 9A and V1095 Sco are
shown in Figs 4 and 5, respectively. These plots are rectangular
projections of the stellar surface in longitude and latitude.
Our reconstructions show both dark and bright spotted regions.
TWA 9A shows a complex surface brightness map, with strong
signatures of both spots and plage. The spots are located near the
equator and mid-latitudes, whereas the bright plage is found at a
higher latitude.
The surface brightness map of V1095 Sco is simpler, with one
large polar spot, and three areas of plage at mid-latitudes. Inspection
of the intensity profiles of V1095 Sco shows characteristic flat-
bottomed profiles indicating the need for a dark polar spot in the
resulting maps. The fact that the plage is preferentially associated
with gaps in the phase coverage indicates that it could be spurious,
though a better fit is achieved with the inclusion of plage than with
spots alone.
4.2 Magnetic mapping
By inverting the Stokes V profiles, we can also reconstruct the large-
scale magnetic fields of TWA 9A. Our reconstructions are shown in
Fig. 6, with the fits to the Stokes V profiles of TWA 9A shown in Fig.
7. For this analysis, we used the ZDIPY code of Folsom et al. (2018).
This is based on the Zeeman–Doppler imaging (ZDI) method of
Semel (1989), Donati et al. (1997), and Donati et al. (2006), rep-
resenting the field components as spherical harmonics and using
the maximum entropy regularization of Skilling & Bryan (1984)
to solve for the best-fittinf configuration. Its performance has been
calibrated against the published code of Donati et al. (2006). We
used the same stellar parameters determined from our analysis of
the intensity profiles (see Table 3), and take into account the surface
brightness variations in our reconstruction of the magnetic field.
The Stokes I local line profile parameters are comparable to that
used in the DOTS code. The Stokes V profile were modelled using
the weak field approximation with mean Lande´ factor and central
wavelength corresponding to those used to extract the LSD profiles
and for the brightness reconstruction. The optimum value of χ2r
aim was chosen using the method of Alvarado-Go´mez et al. (2015),
who choose the optimum target χ2r using the maxima in the second
derivative of entropy as a function of χ2r in a set of converged mag-
netic field solutions. According to our analysis, this implies the map
Figure 2. These plots show the Stokes I LSD profiles for TWA 9A (black),
and the best-fitting synthetic line profile (red). The phases of observation are
given to the right of each line, with the zero phase set as the first observation
and our derived stellar rotation period Prot = 5.01 d. The error bar on the
left is the mean 3σ error for each Stokes I profile.
obtained fitting the data at a χ2r of 2.0. This solution gives a mean
magnetic field of 113 G, with a maximum of 296 G. Analysing the
amount of energy in different spherical harmonic components of this
magnetic field solution, we find a non-axisymmetric (57 per cent
energy in non-axisymmetric components), predominantly poloidal
large-scale field (∼69 per cent poloidal, ∼31 per cent toroidal). In
the poloidal component, the field is predominantly dipolar and
quadrupolar, with only ∼11 per cent in octopolar or higher orders.
The dipolar component of the field has a maximum intensity of
127 G, and is tilted at an angle of 36.5 deg to the rotation axis,
with the pole located at phase 0.26. For comparison, we calcu-
late the magnetic field configuration using zDoTS (Hussain et al.
2000, 2016) with the same local line profiles used for our bright-
ness mapping. The best-fitting model also yields a predominantly
non-axisymmetric field (55 per cent in non-axisymmetric compo-
nents), and a predominantly poloidal field (∼64 per cent poloidal,
∼37 per cent toroidal). The poloidal field in this estimate is slightly
more concentrated in the dipolar and quadrupolar components, with
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Figure 3. These plots show the Stokes I LSD profiles for V1095 Sco (black),
and the best-fitting synthetic line profile (red). The phases of observation are
given to the right of each line, with the zero phase set as the first observation
and our derived stellar rotation period Prot = 2.90 d. The error bar on the
left is the mean 3σ error for each Stokes I profile.
Figure 4. Surface brightness map of TWA 9A, shown as a rectangular
projection of longitude and latitude. The colour scale indicates log surface
brightness relative to a photosphere (0.0), with blue indicating the presence
of plage, and yellow the presence of spots. The observations are marked by
black ticks across the top, and black dashed line indicates the equator.
Figure 5. Surface brightness map of V1095 Sco, shown as a rectangular
projection of longitude and latitude. Plot description same as for Fig. 4.
8.5 per cent of the poloidal field energy being containing in octopo-
lar components or higher.
Magnetic mapping using the Stokes V LSD line profiles of V1095
Sco was attempted, but a reliable solution could not be found due
to the poor SNR of the observations. The Stokes V spectra of
observation for which there are marginal (false alarm probability
between 10−5 and 10−3) or definite (false alarm probability less
than 10−5) signal detections are plotted in Fig. 8. Comparing the
Stokes V LSD profiles to the null for these observations suggests
that the signal in some of these marginal detections is spurious. The
phase coverage in the remaining robustly detected signatures was
insufficient to yield a reliable surface magnetic field map.
4.3 Surface differential rotation
The surface differential rotation of both stars was determined
through the process of reconstructing the surface brightness map
and, for TWA 9A, also using our large-scale magnetic field maps.
Here, we define differential rotation as:
(θ ) = eq − d sin2(θ ), (1)
where (θ ) is the stellar rotation at latitude θ , eq is the equatorial
angular velocity, and d is the difference in rotation, or shear,
between the equator and the pole. To determine the differential
rotation from surface brightness, we compute a grid of models,
varying  and d, and fit for the minimum in the resulting χ2r
surface with a fourth order paraboloid. The 3σ error is determined
by the 3σ contour of the paraboloid.
Performing this analysis on the intensity profiles of V1095 Sco,
we find no clear differential rotation solution. For TWA 9A, how-
ever, we find minima for both our brightness and magnetic field
reconstructions. These are plotted in Fig. 9, where each panel shows
the χ2r surface as a function of  and d. The left-hand panel shows
the χ2r surface from ZDI, the right-hand panel shows the χ2r surface
from DI, and the centre panel shows the paraboloid fits and minima
for both the DI (blue lines and plus) and ZDI (green lines and plus)
maps. The DI map gives a solution of eq = 1.273 ± 0.007 rad
d−1, and d = 0.05 ± 0.02 rad d−1, meaning the equator will lap
the pole once every 125.7 d. The ZDI map, however, gives a shear
solution of eq = 1.254 ± 0.008 and d = −0.013 ± 0.013, which
could indicate antisolar shear. Given the greater relative uncertainty
on this value, we examine the overlapping region of our DI and ZDI
3σ elipses and take d = 0 for our ZDI analysis.
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Figure 6. Maps of the radial, azimuthal, and meridional magnetic field components for TWA 9A. Colour scale is magnetic field strength in Gauss, the dashed
line indicates the equator, and tick marks across the top indicate observed longitudes.
Figure 7. Stokes V intensity, expressed as a percentage of Stokes I contin-
uum of TWA 9A (shown in Fig. 2). The black line is the observed data, and
the red line the fit to the data with ZDI. Error bars on the left indicate the
mean 1σ error for the observation, and the number on the right indicates the
rotation phase of the observation based on 5.01 d rotation period.
4.4 Longitudinal magnetic field
We also measure the line of sight, or longitudinal, magnetic field, Bl,
for each Stokes V profile following Grunhut et al. (2013), using the
mean Lande´ factor and central wavelength of our LSD profiles. To
determine the amount of spurious signal in these measurements, the
same calculation is performed for each null spectrum, denoted Nl
here. For TWA 9A, these values are plotted in Fig. 10. The Bl values
vary between −68.3 ± 6.9 G and 32.6 ± 5.5 G. Only two Nl values
show spurious signal, although the associated Bl values are still
consistent with the rest of the sample. The clustering of Bl values at
the same rotation phase indicate minimal changes to the large-scale
field over the period of observations. A generalized Lomb-Scargle
period analysis of these values give a dominant period aligning with
the stellar rotation period (see Section 7 for more details).
Figure 8. Stokes V intensity data for V1095 Sco, expressed as a percentage
of Stokes I continuum. The letter on the right of reach spectrum indicated
the level of magnetic field detection: ‘M’ for marginal detection (false alarm
probability between 10−5 and 10−3) and ‘D’ for a definite detection (false
alarm probability less than 10−5). Spectra for which there is no detection in
stokes V are not shown. Error bars on the left are the mean 1σ errors for each
observation, and the numbers on the right indicate the phase of observation,
based on a rotation period of 2.9 d.
For V1095 Sco, we calculate the longitudinal field for each
marginal or definite detection Stokes V profiles. These are not re-
liable, however, due to the high level of noise present, and these
Bl values are mostly the same order as the null measurement. The
observation of V1095 Sco with the strongest signal the least noise
gives a longitudinal field of 25.9 ± 16.0 G.
5 TE M P O R A L VA R I A B I L I T Y O F
CHRO MOSPHERI C EMI SS I ON
Both stars in our sample are magnetically active, and therefore have
strong chromospheric emission in, for example, the Balmer lines.
We explore this by examining the H α (λ656.285 nm) region of the
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Figure 9. Differential rotation measurements of TWA 9A from modelling of Stokes V (left) and Stokes I (right). Left: Variations in χ2r as a function of
equatorial rotation, eq, and shear, d from circular polarisation profiles. Right: Variations in χ2r as a function of eq and d from intensity profiles. Centre:
Paraboloid fits to the χ2r surface from Stokes I (blue) and Stokes V (green). The central plus indicates the best-fitting values, the dashed line the 1σ contour
from the paraboloid fit, and the solid line the 3σ contour.
Figure 10. Longitudinal magnetic field for TWA 9A, calculated for each
Stokes V profiles (Bl, blue circles), and in the null profiles (Nl, orange
circles), with 1σ uncertainties.
stellar spectra to probe rotational modulation, and look for changes
in activity over our period of observation.
For TWA 9A, we find strong, double-peaked emission across all
observations, with enhanced emission during the observations on
2014 June 3 (rotation phase 2.18). A plot of the stacked H α spectra
for these observations is shown in Fig. 11. We see variation in the
strength of the emission with stellar rotation, but minimal variation
in the shape of the line, indicating the variation is likely due to areas
of different activity level on the stellar surface. This emission is
narrow and weak enough to fall below the accretion cut-off for a
cTTS as defined by Cieza et al. (2013), and therefore the emission
is interpreted as chromospheric in nature.
For the epoch with significantly enhanced H α emission (2014
June 3), we also examine the H β, HeI and Na I doublet regions
of the spectrum, and compare these regions to those taken one ro-
tation later (phase 3.17), and to the mean spectrum. This is shown
in Fig. 13. Each of these regions exhibit different behaviour in the
June 3 epoch, compared with that phase observed one rotation later
and the mean spectrum. Both the HeI and Balmer lines show en-
hanced emission, and the Na doublet shows emission in the cores of
the lines that is absent from the other observations. These changes
in the spectral features, and the short time-scales of the changes,
Figure 11. Stacked H α emission spectra for TWA 9A (black), plotted over
the mean spectrum (purple, dashed), with the spectrum of the suspected flare
excluded from the mean. Numbers on the right-hand side indicate the phase
of observation. The grey dotted line indicated the centre of the H α line
given the star’s radial velocity.
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Figure 12. Stacked H α emission spectra for V1095 Sco (black), plotted
over the mean spectrum (purple, dashed). Description as per Fig. 11.
suggest that this enhanced emisssion is most likely caused by
a flare.
Examining the Stokes I and V LSD profiles for that observation,
we find no significant difference between that profile and the Stokes
I and V profiles at same phase observed post-flare, so can conclude
that this has had negligible influence on our tomographic modelling
and radial velocity analysis. This is expected, as regions contain-
ing emission lines or strong absorption features, such as Na I, are
excluded from our line list for the LSD.
For V1095 Sco, a plot of the stacked H α spectra is shown in
Fig. 12. Overall, the emission is weaker than in TWA 9A. We see
enhanced emission on the blue-ward side of the profile (possibly in-
dicating mass motion towards the observer) in a region around phase
0.4 and again in a region around phase 0.75, but more symmetric
emission at phase 0.0–0.1.
We calculate an H α index for both stars as defined in equation (9)
of Marsden et al. (2014), with a standard rectangular bandpass of
0.36 nm over the emission region, and two continuum bandpasses of
0.22 nm centred on 655.885 and 656.730 nm. These measurements
are shown for both stars in Fig. 14, along with 3σ uncertainties.
For V1095 Sco, whilst there does appear to be cyclical behaviour in
the H α index, there also appears to be evolution over the period of
observations, with an increase in the range of values in the later ob-
servations. For TWA 9A, the flare event is evident in the H α indices,
with a significantly higher index for that observation compared to
the rest, which seems to vary cyclically with stellar rotation (see
Section 7 for period analysis). It should be noted that due to the
breadth of the emission in the flare spectrum, the standard bandpass
is saturated, and the standard continuum regions chosen fall within
the emission region for that observation, so that index value is likely
underestimated.
6 R AD I AL V ELOCI TIES A ND AC TI VI TY
JITTER
The process of reconstructing the brightness maps allows us to char-
acterize and filter out the activity-induced jitter from the observed
radial velocities (see e.g. Donati et al. 2015). Our radial velocities
are calculated as the first order moment of the Stokes I profile (i.e. 1
− I) as a function of velocity in the heliocentric rest frame. The ra-
dial velocity contribution of the stellar surface features is calculated
as the radial velocity of our DI fits to the Stokes I LSD profiles.
We then filter the activity jitter from the observed radial velocities
by subtracting off the radial velocity values of these fits. The un-
certainties for both the filtered and unfiltered radial velocities are
calculated using the method of Butler et al. (1996).
Analysis of the radial velocities of TWA 9A is shown in Fig. 15.
The RMS of the unfiltered radial velocities is 187 m s −1 , and the
activity filtered radial velocities have an RMS of 25 m s −1 , with
the 1σ uncertainties averaging 20 m s −1 . Since the dispersion of
our radial velocities is smaller than the 3σ uncertainty across all
RV measurements, we are unable to detect any significant signal
in the data (see Section 7 for further period analysis). Additionally,
this technique is insensitive to planets with periods equal to, or
harmonics of, the stellar rotation period. With our current detection
limits and RV measurements, we can rule out the presence of a
planet with an Mpsin i greater than ∼0.4 Jupiter masses and closer
than ∼0.1 au, assuming a circular orbit.
The same radial velocity analysis was performed for the radial ve-
locities of V1095 Sco, shown in Fig. 16. The RMS of the unfiltered
radial velocities is 137 m s −1 , and 1σ uncertainties averaging 39 m
s −1 . Applying the same filtering technique, we obtain an RMS of
47 m s −1 . Since the dispersion is smaller than the 3σ uncertainties,
we are again unable to detect any significant signal in the data (see
Section 7 for further period analysis), but can rule out the presence
of a planet with an Mpsin i greater than ∼1.0 Jupiter masses closer
than ∼0.1 au, assuming a circular orbit.
To explore the difference in using plage and spot DI versus the
spot-only version, we calculate the filtered radial velocities for TWA
9A and V1095 Sco using a spot-only model. For TWA 9A, the
difference in the dispersion of the filtered radial velocities between
the two models was insignificant (< 1 per cent). For V1095 Sco,
the dispersion of the plage and spot model filtered radial velocities
was ∼9 per cent smaller than the dispersion of the spot-only model
filtered radial velocities.
7 PE R I O D O G R A M S O F AC T I V I T Y J I T T E R
A ND PROX I ES
There are a number of methods to search for rotational modulation
in the multiple sets of diagnostics contained within our data sets to
verify the rotation period determined from tomographic mapping.
For both stars, we examine the periodic nature of the H α emission
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Figure 13. Emission in H α (top left), H β (top right), HeI (bottom left) and Na doublet (bottom right) of TWA 9A in the observation ascribed to a flare (blue),
in an observation obtained one rotation later (black), and in the mean of the observed spectra (purple, dashed).
Figure 14. H α indices for V1095 Sco (blue) and TWA 9A (orange). Note
that due to the large emission in the flare event of TWA 9A, that peak value
of the H α index is underestimated due to saturation of the bandpass.
(Section 5), radial velocities, both unfiltered and filtered (Section 6),
and for TWA 9A the Bl values (Section 4.4). For TWA 9A, we ex-
clude the possible flare event from the H α index data set for our
period analysis. We perform a period analysis with a generalized
Lomb–Scargle periodogram (Zechmeister & Ku¨rster 2009), using
the PyAstronomy2 package. The periodograms for TWA 9A are
shown in Fig. 17, including false alarm probability (FAP) thresh-
olds of 0.1 and 0.01. The FAP values are calculated as per equa-
tion (24) of Zechmeister & Ku¨rster (2009). In each of the H α , Bl
and unfiltered radial velocities, there is a peak in the power around
our DI-determined stellar rotation period. The signal is clearest in
the longitudinal field measurements compared to the H α indices
whose peak is shifted to slightly longer periods, likely due to this
2https://github.com/sczesla/PyAstronomy
Figure 15. Radial velocity analysis of TWA 9A. The pink diamonds are
the measured radial velocities from the observed intensity profiles (RMS
187 m s −1), the orange line is the modelled radial velocity contribution of
the activity measurement from the surface brightness reconstruction, and
the purple circles are the residuals after subtracting the observation radial
velocities from the activity fit radial velocities (RMS 25 m s−1 ).
diagnostic probing activity at higher altitudes. The stellar rotation
period is absent from the filtered radial velocities, indicating that the
jitter filtering process is effective at removing the first-order stellar
rotation signal.
The periodogram for V1095 Sco is shown in Fig. 18. The period-
icity in the unfiltered and filtered radial velocities is less clear than
in the case of TWA 9A, likely resulting from the larger uncertainties
in the radial velocity measurements and the poorer sampling, with
the periods with the highest peaks being below our sample rate of
∼1 d−1. As such, this diagnostic cannot be used to determine the
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Figure 16. Radial velocity analysis of V1095 Sco. The pink diamonds are
the measured radial velocities from the observed intensity profiles (RMS
137 m s −1), the orange line is the modelled radial velocity contribution of
the activity measurement from the surface brightness reconstruction, and
the purple circles are the residuals after subtracting the observation radial
velocities from the activity fit radial velocities (RMS 47 m s−1 ).
Figure 17. Generalized Lomb–Scargle periodogram for TWA 9A of Bl
(yellow), H α (green), unfiltered radial velocities (blue), and filtered radial
velocities (purple). Dashed black lines indicate the FAP thresholds, and grey
dotted lines indicate the 1, 1/2, and 1/4 multiples of the rotation period.
Figure 18. Generalized Lomb–Scargle periodogram for V1095 Sco
of H α (green), unfiltered radial velocities (blue), and filtered radial ve-
locities (purple). Dashed black lines indicate the FAP thresholds, and grey
dotted lines indicate the 1 and 1/2 multiples of the rotation period.
effectiveness of our radial velocity filtering for this star. Neverthe-
less, the H α indices do show a peak of highest power around the
DI determined rotation period, supporting our DI rotation period
measurement for V1095 Sco.
8 SUMMA RY A ND D I SCU SS ION
This paper presents the results of spectropolarimetric observations
of two wTTSs, TWA 9A and V1095 Sco, as part of the MaTYSSE
Large Programme. These stars are studied as a pair as they represent
two stages, pre- and post-radiative core formation, in 1 MwTTS
evolution. Observations for TWA 9A spanned 18 d, and for V1095
Sco spanned 13 d, and were obtained using the HARPS spectrograph
on the ESO 3.6m Telescope at La Silla Observatory, Chile. The tech-
niques of DI and ZDI were applied to both data sets to reconstruct
the large-scale surface brightness and magnetic field features. From
the surface activity information from the DI, we were able to filter
the activity jitter from the radial velocities of both stars. This enabled
radial velocity measurements that rule out the presence of close-in
giant planets around these stars. We also examined the strongest
of the Balmer emission lines, H α , as a source of information on
the variability of chromospheric activity. We performed a period
analysis on the H α activity index in combination with radial veloc-
ities (and longitudinal field in the case of TWA 9A) to verify the
DI-determined rotation period, and demonstrate the effectiveness of
the radial velocity filtering process in removing the stellar activity
signal.
8.1 Dynamos of young, sun-like stars
TWA 9A and V1095 Sco have very different brightness maps, even
when taking their different vsin i values and therefore different spa-
tial resolution of the maps into account. This may imply a differ-
ence in the underlying flux emergence patterns of these stars. The
brightness map of TWA 9A shows evidence of both cool spots
and bright plage, and resembles the topology of V819 Tau (Donati
et al. 2015) and Par 1379 (Hill et al. 2017), which are both younger
than TWA 9A, but have similar rotation periods and masses. V1095
Sco’s map is dominated by a large cool polar spot, with weak evi-
dence of plage on its surface. This is in contrast to all other wTTSs
mapped in the MaTYSSE sample so far, which all exhibit plage
signatures on their surfaces. However, the large polar spot, rapid
rotation, poorer SNR, and poorer phase coverage of V1095 Sco
make it unclear if this star is truly an outlier in the MaTYSSE
sample. Of particular contrast to V1095 Sco is V830 Tau, which
exhibits a more complex brightness topology, despite having a sim-
ilar age, mass, vsin i, rotation period, and internal structure. This
difference can potentially be explained by shorter time-scale mag-
netic field evolution in these types of stars, and were they to be
observed at a different epoch, might display similar characteristics.
V1095 Sco’s surface activity does resemble that of AB Doradus,
a 50 Myr old, rapidly rotating post-T Tauri star, which displays a
large polar spot in addition to some lower attitude spot features
(Donati & Collier Cameron 1997; Donati et al. 2003; Hussain et al.
2007).
The reconstructed magnetic field topology of TWA 9A is pre-
dominantly poloidal (69 per cent poloidal) and non-axisymmetric
(57 per cent non-axisymmetric), with the dipolar component tilted
at 36 deg from the rotation axis. The overall field has a mean strength
of 113 G and a maximum strength of 296 G. This resembles the
topology and complexity of V819 Tau and Par 1379, but has the
weakest intensity of dipole field of any mapped in the MaTYSSE
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sample so far (V1095 Sco likely has a weaker field, but its mag-
netic field has not been mapped). Comparing to the MAPP sample
of cTTS, TWA 9A is of a similar age and mass to V4046 Sgr A
(Donati et al. 2011), and displays a similar level of axisymmetry,
but again has a weaker field strength, and a more poloidal field.
Comparing to a wider sample of young (<250 Myrs) stars from the
TOUPIES (TOwards Understanding the sPIn Evolution of Stars)
project presented by Folsom et al. (2016), TWA 9A has magnetic
field characteristics within the range seen in that sample, despite
it being ∼10 Myr younger than the youngest stars in that sample.
This is consistent with the notion that rotation speed and internal
structure play a dominant role in determining the magnetic, and
hence surface, activity for young stars (Folsom et al. 2016; Gregory
et al. 2016).
The longitudinal magnetic field was calculated for each obser-
vation of TWA 9A, giving values ranging from −68.3 ± 6.9 G
to 32.6 ± 5.5 G, and varying over a period coinciding with the
stellar rotation period. The longitudinal field was measured for the
strongest and most reliable observation of V1095 Sco, giving a
value of 25.9 ± 16.0 G. There are only two wTTSs in the literature
with published longitudinal field measurements, namely TAP 26
(Yu et al. 2017) and V410 Tau (Skelly et al. 2010). Both have far
higher maximum Bl values than either of the stars presented here,
which also correlates with those stars having greater large-scale
magnetic field strengths.
Differential rotation was investigated for both stars, but a solution
was only found for TWA 9A. The intensity profiles of TWA 9A
indicate strong differential rotation with an equatorial rotation of
eq = 1.273 ± 0.007 rad d−1 and shear of d = 0.05 ± 0.02 rad
d−1. This is very similar to the solar shear value of ∼0.055 rad
d−1, and is the largest Stokes I differential rotation measurement of
the published MaTYSSE sample to date (though only marginally
higher than that of LkCa 4; Donati et al. 2014).
In both stars, we observe emission in the H α region of their
spectra as a diagnostic of their chromospheric activity. The emission
is weaker for V1095 Sco than for TWA 9A, which is consistent with
the idea of a weaker magnetic field in the former star. The shapes
of the profile are different in each case, with V1095 Sco showing
variation in the shape of the line profile, and excess emission on the
blue-ward side of the H α region, indicative of mass motion towards
the observer. In contrast, TWA 9A shows symmetric, double peaked
emission that varies cyclically in intensity, with the exception of a
possible flare event on June 3 that exhibits far higher and broader
emission.
In overall terms, the observed behaviour of both stars is consis-
tent with intense magnetic activity. Comparing to the H α emission
published for other stars in the MaTYSSE sample, namely Par 1379,
Par 2244 and V410 Tau, the emission of V1095 Sco is the weakest,
and V1095 Sco is the only one to exhibit excess emission on the
blue-ward side of the profile. TWA 9A has emission intensity on
the same order as the other MaTYSSE stars, but does not show
the same level of rotational and temporal variability of intensity, or
profile shape. Comparing to the H α emission of TWA 17 published
by Skelly et al. (2009), a star of the similar age, mass and spectral
type, we see on average weaker emission for TWA 9A, which is
likely explained by the slower rotation of TWA 9A leading to com-
paratively lower activity. The broad ‘pedestal’ emission (emission
in the line far outside the rotational broadening limits) seen in the
mean H α of TWA 17, which is linked to the presence of microflar-
ing (e.g. Fernandez et al. 2004), is absent from the H α emission of
TWA 9A, but is seen in the enhanced emission on June 3, further
supporting the idea that this enhanced emission has resulted from a
flaring event.
8.2 Exoplanets around young stars
In addition to the study of wTTS dynamos, the other aim of the
MaTYSSE Programme is the search for young, close-in, giant ex-
oplanets. Here, we analyse the radial velocity curves of both stars
to search for a planet-induced radial velocity signal. Since both
stars exhibit strong surface activity, and hence activity jitter in their
radial velocity curves, we use our DI analysis to characterize and
remove this jitter. By doing this, we reduce the radial velocity RMS
in V1095 Sco from 137 to 48 m s−1, and in TWA 9A from 187
to 25 m s−1. No signal is found in the filtered radial velocity curve,
allowing us to rule out the presence of a ∼1.0 Jupiter mass planet
closer than ∼0.1 au in the case of V1095 Sco, and a planet larger
than ∼0.4 Jupiter masses and closer than ∼0.1 au for TWA 9A.
This difference in detection limits for the two stars is likely due to
the differences in rotation rates and quality of the respective data
sets. V1095 Sco has a vsin i nearly three times that of TWA 9A,
so has greater Doppler broadening of its spectra, which decreases
the precision of the radial velocity measurements. In addition to
that, V1095 Sco’s data have a lower signal-to-noise ratio, which
not only impacts the precision of the radial velocity measurements
themsleves, but also affects the quality of the DI fits. This, in turn,
results in a poorer filtering of the activity jitter, leading to less of a
reduction in radial velocity RMS in V1095 Sco compared to TWA
9A.
Of the eight MaTYSSE stars studied so far, there have been two
exoplanet detections, one each for V830 Tau (Donati et al. 2015; Do-
nati et al. 2016, 2017) and TAP 26 (Yu et al. 2017). This puts the oc-
currence rate of close-in hot Jupiters in the MaTYSSE sample at 1 in
4, which appears remarkably high in comparison to the ∼1 per cent
occurrence rate in MS stars from transit and radial velocity surveys
(Guo et al. 2017). In addition to the planets found by MaTYSSE,
David et al. (2016) found a close-in Neptune-sized planet around a
5–10Myr old star, detected through the transit method. Given these
independent detections of young close-in planets, further work is
needed to understand their formation and eventual fate as their host
stars evolve onto the main sequence.
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ABSTRACT
We present analysis of spectropolarimetric observations of the M-type weak-line T
Tauri stars TWA 25 and TWA 7. The large-scale magnetic elds were reconstructed
for both stars, revealing predominantly toroidal and non-axisymmetric elds for both
stars, especially for TWA 25. These maps add to the diversity of magnetic elds seen
in pre-main sequence stars. We reconstruct the large scale brightness distribution for
TWA 25, and use this to lter out the activity-induced radial velocity jitter, reducing
the RMS of the radial velocity variations from 495 m s  1 to 32 m s  1. While the
v sin(i) of TWA 7 is too small to permit the reconstruction of a reliable brightness map,
we nd signicant radial velocity variations of 163 m s  1, which are anti correlated
with the variations in the longitudinal magnetic eld. We conclude that this variability
is most likely caused by rotationally modulated activity.
Key words: stars:magneticelds, techniques:polarimetric, stars:formation,
stars:imaging, stars: individual: TWA 25, stars: individual: TWA 7
1 INTRODUCTION
Magnetic elds play a key role in the evolution of low mass
stars onto the pre-main sequence (PMS), particularly dur-
ing the T Tauri stage of cool star evolution. The T Tauri
stage is divided into two major categories: classical T Tauri
stars (cTTSs), and weak-line T Tauri stars (wTTSs). The
cTTS stage starts when the central star has emerged form
the cocoon of gas in which it formed, and is surrounded by
a substantial disc of gas and dust, from which matter is ac-
creted onto the stellar surface. At this time, magnetic elds
are thought to help dissipate the angular momentum of the
star and accreting matter such that the stellar rotation does
not reach break-up speed as it forms. Once the gas from
the inner disc is cleared and accretion has ceased, the star
is the classed as a wTTS; a fully formed star that is still
undergoing contraction towards its main sequence size.
The study of the dierences between these populations
of PMS stars has been one of the goals of the Magnetic
Topologies of Young Stars and Survival of close in Giant Ex-
oplanets (MaTYSSE) large program. MaTYSSE is a multi-
telescope programme using high resolution spectropolari-
? E-mail: belinda.nicholson@usq.edu.au
metric observations to map the large scale brightness and
magnetic elds of a range of wTTSs, and compare them to
a sample of cTTSs observed in the Magnetic Protostars and
Planets1 (MaPP) program (see e.g. Donati et al. 2007, 2008;
Donati et al. 2010a; Donati et al. 2011a; Donati et al. 2012;
Hussain et al. 2009).
Few M-type stars have been observed in either sample,
as their peak emission in the infrared and low brightness
make them challenging targets for the current optical spec-
tropolarimeters. Within the MaPP sample there have been 2
M type PMS stars published, namely DN Tau (Donati et al.
2013) and V2247 Oph (Donati et al. 2010a). The magnetic
eld of the latter star appeared signicantly dierent, be-
ing fully convective like its higher mass counterparts of the
same age, but displaying a wildly dierent magnetic eld
morphology.
To further our understanding of M-type PMS dynamo
elds, this work presents analysis of high-resolution spec-
tropolarimetric data of two M-type weak-line T Tauri stars
as part of the MaTYSSE sample: TWA 25 and TWA 7.
Both are 10Myr old M type stars in the TW Hya association
(Mentuch et al. 2008), and represent more evolved versions
1 https://wiki.lam.fr/mapp/FrontPage
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of the the two MaPP M-type stars. We reconstruct both the
surface brightness and magnetic eld morphologies of TWA
25, and the large-scale magnetic eld of TWA 7. In addition
we examine the variation in longitudinal (line of sight) mag-
netic eld with stellar rotation for both stars, as well as the
spectral activity markers of H and Na I doublet indices.
The other major focus of the MaTYSSE program is
the search for close-in giant planets around wTTSs. Find-
ing planets around very active stars is challenging, as the
surface activity of these stars can contribute radial velocity
variations on the order of hundreds of meters per second, ob-
scuring even a giant planet's signal. The MaTYSSE program
has addressed this by using the surface activity information
provided from surface brightness mapping to measure and
remove the radial velocity contribution due to this activity
(Donati et al. 2014). This work, therefore, also analyses the
radial velocities of TWA 25 and TWA 7, and for TWA 25
we use the surface brightness information from our Doppler
mapping to lter out activity jitter from its radial velocities.
In Section 2 we detail the observations and data pro-
cessing of TWA 25 and 7. The evolutionary states of both
stars are determined, and the stellar properties calculated
in Section 3. Section 4 describes the mapping of large-scale
brightness and magnetic elds, Section 5 explores the ro-
tational modulation of the longitudinal magnetic eld and
activity indices, and Section 6 describes our analysis of the
radial velocities for both stars. Lastly, we summarise and
discuss our ndings in Section 7.
2 OBSERVATIONS
High-resolution spectropolarimetric data were taken for
TWA 25 and TWA 7 using the HARPS spectropolarime-
ter on the ESO 3.6m telescope in La Silla, Chile. TWA 25
was observed over 15 nights from March 12th to 31st, 2017.
Journals if the observations for each star are given in Tables
1 and 2. Each observation consists of 4 sub-exposures with
alternating congurations of a quarter wave plate to remove
rst order spurious polarisation signals. Two observations of
TWA 7 contain only two sub-exposures due to weather, and
so are only used for analysis involving brightness informa-
tion, and are excluded from the magnetic eld analysis. Our
spectra have a wavelength coverage of 380 nm to 690nm,
and spectral resolution of 115000. The spectral data were
reduced using the Libre ESpRIT pipeline software adapted
for use with HARPS polarimetric data (Hebrard et al. 2016),
following the procedure outlined in Donati et al. (1997).
Across our observations we attain a peak circular polari-
sation (Stokes V) signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of between 72
and 116 for TWA 25 and between 71 and 110 for TWA 7.
2.1 Least Squares Deconvolution
To increase the signal-to-noise for our tomographic map-
ping, we combine the lines in our observed spectra using
Least Squares Deconvolution (LSD, Donati et al. 1997). This
process combines the signal in absorption features, by de-
convolving our observed spectra with a mask of photospheric
lines constructed using the Vienna Atomic Line Database
(VALD3, Ryabchikova et al. 2015) based on the eective
temperature and surface gravity of each star (see Section 3),
and removing lines in emission, or with broad absorption.
Given the abundance in these stars of weak and blended ab-
sorption lines, we remove lines with a strength relative to the
deepest lines of less than 0.1, as per Nicholson et al. (2018).
After generating these LSD proles, the continuum level was
renormalised, and all were scaled by the mean equivalent
width for each star. For TWA 25, the peak SNR in the
intensity and circular polarisation spectra are 123 and 119,
increasing to 637 and 4763 in the Stokes I and Stokes V LSD
proles. For TWA 7, we obtain a peak SNR in our intensity
and circular polarisation spectra of 111 and 110, increasing
to 400 and 3882 in the Stokes I and Stokes V LSD proles.
3 EVOLUTIONARY STATES OF TWA 25 AND
TWA 7
TWA 25 and TWA 7 are both single stars in the TW Hya.
association (Song et al. 2003; Webb et al. 1999), which has a
mean age of 10Myrs (Mentuch et al. 2008). To estimate the
individual ages and hence evolutionary states for each star,
we use their eective temperatures from the literature, and
calculate their bolometric luminosities here.
There are a number of eective temperature estimates
for both stars in the literature ranging from 3742 K (da Silva
et al. 2009) to 4250 K (Ammons et al. 2006) for TWA 25,
and from 3300 K (Yang et al. 2008) to 4017 K (Gaia Col-
laboration et al. 2018) for TWA 7. Such a range in eective
temperatures is unsurprising for pre-main sequence stars,
and is likely due to the dierences in methods used, and
the sensitivity of those methods to the presence of spots on
the photosphere. For this work we use the eective temper-
ature values of Mentuch et al. (2008), who have consistently
analysed low resolution spectra of both TWA 7 and TWA
25, and use select atomic absorption regions to model the
eective temperature and surface gravity of each star. We
use Mentuch et al.'s estimate of the external uncertainties
of the Teﬀ values of 150 K and log(g) values of 0:5 dex,
as the external uncertainty more accurately reects the true
uncertainty of these quantities.
Stellar luminosity is calculated for both stars based on
their apparent magnitudes, extinction estimates, bolometric
corrections and distances. For TWA 25 we use an apparent
magnitude of 11:160 0:083 mag from Henden et al. (2016),
and a bolometric correction of  1:190:06 mag from Pecaut
& Mamajek (2013). Interstellar extinction, Av , is calculated
using the observed B-V colour of 1:4280:162mag from Hen-
den et al. (2016) and intrinsic colour, (B-V)0, of 1:33  0:04
mag from Pecaut & Mamajek (2013), giving Av = 0:3  0:5
mag for TWA 25. The distance to TWA 25 is calculated as
53:10:2 pc from parallax measurements from Gaia Data Re-
lease 2 (DR2, Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016, 2018). These
values result in a luminosity of 0:3  0:1 L for TWA 25.
This value is higher than any previously published values,
though the large uncertainty means that is it in agreement
with all values, except for the value of 0.077 L from Gai-
dos et al. (2014), who treat TWA 25 as a main-sequence M
dwarf. Our luminosity value is in closest agreement with the
value of 0:252 L published by McDonald et al. (2017), who
estimate an even higher extinction value of 0.643 mag, but
use a smaller distance derived from the rst Gaia data re-
lease. The extinction values for TWA 25 are all calculated as
MNRAS 000, 1{13 (2018)
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Table 1. Journal of observations for star TWA 25. From left to right, this table lists the date of observation, the Heliocentric Julian
date, the exposure time as a set of sub-exposures, the stellar rotational phase based on a period of 5.05 days (with the zero-point set as
the middle of the rst observation), the peak SNR in the Stokes V spectra per observation, and the SNR in Stokes V after lease squares
deconvolution (LSD, see Section 2.1).
Date (2017) HJD (2457000+) Exposure Time (s) Rotation Cycle Stokes V Obs. SNR Stokes V LSD SNR
12 March 825.83150 4  1600 0.00 103.0 4322
13 March 826.82463 4  1600 0.20 74.0 2863
16 March 829.80554 4  1600 0.79 116.0 4736
17 March 830.83104 4  1600 0.99 92.0 3753
18 March 831.81629 4  1600 1.19 102.0 4023
20 March 833.81797 4  1600 1.58 83.0 3258
21 March 834.86501 4  1600 1.79 111.0 4354
22 March 835.86077 4  1600 1.99 95.0 3666
23 March 836.82937 4  1600 2.18 91.0 3439
24 March 837.82846 4  1600 2.38 88.0 3379
25 March 838.82821 4  1600 2.57 91.0 3528
26 March 839.82925 4  1600 2.77 119.0 4763
27 March 840.83804 4  1600 2.97 95.0 3780
28 March 841.82974 4  1600 3.17 72.0 2737
30 March 843.82681 4  1600 3.56 104.0 4137
31 March 844.83717 4  1600 3.76 105.0 4175
Table 2. Table of observations for star TWA 7. For description, see caption of Table 1. Rotation cycle is calculated based on a 5.01 day
period.
Date (2017) HJD (2457000+) Exposure Time (s) Rotation Cycle Stokes V Obs. SNR Stokes V LSD SNR
12 March 825.75835 4  1300 0.00 73.0 2414
13 March 826.74890 4  1500 0.19 71.0 2499
16 March 829.69035 4  1600 0.78 110.0 3882
17 March 830.75377 4  1600 0.99 92.0 3225
18 March 831.72533 2  1600 1.19 72.0 2631
19 March 832.72506 2  1600 1.39 55.0 2042
21 March 834.78337 4  1650 1.80 82.0 2831
22 March 835.78202 4  1650 2.00 71.0 2403
23 March 836.74918 4  1750 2.19 87.0 2993
24 March 837.74774 4  1750 2.39 101.0 3666
25 March 838.53731 4  1750 2.55 106.0 3933
25 March 838.74812 4  1750 2.59 92.0 3242
26 March 839.74884 4  1750 2.79 101.0 3537
27 March 840.75775 4  1750 2.99 98.0 3336
28 March 841.74953 4  1750 3.19 74.0 2572
30 March 843.74606 4  1750 3.59 101.0 3533
31 March 844.75641 4  1750 3.79 105.0 3561
greater than zero despite its close proximity (making signif-
icant interstellar extinction unlikely), indicating that there
may be reddening due to the near-edge-on disc surrounding
it (Choquet et al. 2016), or reddening due to spots on the
stellar surface.
For TWA 7, we use an apparent magnitude of 11:754 
057 mag from Henden et al. (2016), and a bolometric cor-
rection of  1:72 0:08 mag from Pecaut & Mamajek (2013).
We calculate Av using observed B-V colour of 1:475  0:063
mag from Henden et al. (2016) and (B-V)0 of 1:462  0:004
from Pecaut & Mamajek (2013), giving Av = 0:04  0:2 mag
for TWA 7. The Gaia DR2 parallax measurement of TWA
7 gives a distance of 34:03  0:08 pc. These values result
in a luminosity of 0:09  0:02 L for TWA 7. This value is
also in good agreement with the all literature values, with
the exception of a very high estimate of 0.32 L by Lopez-
Martnez & Gomez de Castro (2015), who assume zero ex-
tinction, but use a smaller distance. Our estimate of extinc-
tion, given its large uncertainties, in equivalent to the usual
assumed extinction of zero for this star.
Using our calculated luminosities and Mentuch et al.
(2008) eective temperatures, we calculate mass, age and
stellar radius for both stars based on the Barae et al. (2015)
pre-main sequence stellar evolution models. The locations
of TWA 25 and TWA 7 on the HR diagram with respect
to these mass tracks and isochrones are shown in Figure 1.
For TWA 25 we nd a mass of 0:67+0:06 0:2 M , age of 5
+35
 4
Myrs and radius of 1:2  0:4 R , and for TWA 7 we nd a
mass of 0:40:1 M , age of 10+26 7 Myrs and radius of 0:82
0:13. The age estimates for both stars are in agreement with
the average age 10 Myrs the TW Hya Association. These
stars straddle the radiative core formation boundary (solid
green line in Figure 1), with TWA 7 expected to still be
fully convective, and TWA 25 estimated to have formed a
MNRAS 000, 1{13 (2018)
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radiative core of size 0:2  0:2 R. A summary of the stellar
parameters are given in Table 3.
3.1 Determining stellar radius and inclination
Stellar inclination is a key parameter for our tomographic
modelling. For TWA 25 and TWA 7 we consider both the
estimates of debris disc inclination from imaging studies as
a proxy for stellar inclination, and calculate the inclination
based on stellar parameters. Choquet et al. (2016) imaged
both TWA 25 and TWA 7 with NICMOS on the Hubble
Space Telescope, and calculate a disc inclination of 75  6
degrees for TWA 25 and 22  22 degrees for TWA 7. TWA
7 has also been observed by Olofsson et al. (2018) who used
SPHERE on ESO's Very Large Telescope, rening TWA 7's
disc inclination to 13:1+3:1 2:6 degrees.
We calculate the inclination from the measured
v sin(i) and Prot values in our data, and the stellar radius
determined from our bolometric luminosities and eective
temperatures determined above. For TWA 25, no combina-
tion of eective temperatures or luminosities in the litera-
ture, nor the luminosity calculated in this work results in
a radius that give a value of sin i less than 1, meaning that
they are not physically meaningful given our estimates of
the v sin(i) or rotation period. This could be due to an un-
derestimate in the bolometric correction and/or extinction,
or an under estimate of the distance in the calculation of
luminosity. Since we are unable to calculate the inclination
from stellar parameters, we use the inclination of the debris
disc of 75  6 degrees from Choquet et al. (2016) for our
tomographic modelling. We test to see if this inclination is
physically feasible by reversing our inclination calculation to
nd corresponding theoretical radius. Given our v sin(i) and
rotation period values we nd a theoretical radius of 1:37R,
which agrees with our estimates from PMS evolution models
within the 1 uncertainty.
In the case of TWA 7, we calculate an inclination of 39
8 using our radius calculated from the eective temperature
and luminosity determined above. We again test to see if it is
feasible for the star to have the same inclination as the disc,
given our measured v sin(i) and Prot . For an inclination value
of 13:1 degrees we nd a theoretical radius of 2.2 R . This
is far larger than any radius suggested by the PMS models
for a star of this temperature and luminosity, and is unlikely
given the age of this star and star forming region. This is
also true for radii calculated from inclinations 3 above the
disc inclnation estimate. We thus conclude that the observed
disc is misaligned from the stellar rotation axis, and use




Using the Stokes I LSD proles described in Section 2.1,
and the stellar parameters given in Table 3, we reconstruct
the surface brightness of TWA 25 using the technique of
Doppler Imaging (DI). For this we used the DoTS code (Col-
lier Cameron 1997), which has been modied to now recon-
struct areas of both bright plage and cool spot, as described
Table 3. Summary of the properties of TWA 25 and 7. Uncer-
tainties are given where available. References: [1] Mentuch et al.
(2008), [2] Choquet et al. (2016)
TWA 25 TWA 7
Mass, M (M ) 0:67+0:06 0:2 0:4  0:1
Radius, R (R) 1:2  0:4 0:82  0:13
R sin i (R) 1:330  0:003 0:510  0:005
Age (Myrs) 5+35 4 10
+26
 7
Luminosity, L ( L ) 0:3  0:2 0:09  0:03
Distance, (pc) 53:1  0:2 34:03  0:08
Extinction, Av (mag) 0:3  0:6 0:04  0:2
v sin(i) (km s  1) 13:32  0:01 5:15  0:05
Rotation Period, Prot (Days) 5:05  0:01 5:01  0:01
Eective Temperature, Teﬀ (K) 3920  150 [1] 3540  150 [1]
Surface Gravity, log(g) 4:45  0:5 [1] 4:18  0:5 [1]
Inclination Angle, i (Degrees) 75  6 [2] 39  8
Figure 1. HR diagram showing the locations, including 1 un-
certainties, of TWA 25 (blue) and TWA 7 (purple) with relation
to the Barae et al. (2015) PMS evolutionary models. The black
dotted lines are evolutionary tracks for 0.7M , 0.6M , 0.5M ,
0.4M and 0.3M , and the orange dashed lines are isochrones for
1 Myr and 10 Myrs. The solid green line indicates the boundary
between full convection and the formation of a radiative core.
in Donati et al. (2014). This code inverts the Stoke I data
and applies a maximum entropy regularisation to determine
the simplest map that best ts our data. The surface bright-
ness was reconstructed assuming a Milne-Eddington model
atmosphere for the local line prole, and using mean Lande
factor of 1.192, mean wavelength of 544nm (same as for our
LSD proles) and a linear limb darkening coecient of 0.72.
In this process we are able to estimate the average radial ve-
locity, rotation period and v sin(i) of TWA 25, and these are
found to be 7:940:01 km s  1, 5:050:01 days and 13:320:01
km s  1, respectively. Our t is shown in red in Figure 2, and
our reconstructed surface brightness map is shown in gure
4. TWA 25 display large areas of both bright plage and cool
spots and mid to low latitudes. Due to the high inclination
angle of the star, this solution does show some `mirroring'
phenomena about the equator, as the DI process is unable
to constrain the hemisphere of lower latitude features.
We attempt a DI analysis for TWA 7, but are unable to
obtain a satisfactory t to the bottom of these prole, likely
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Figure 2. Stokes I LSD proles of TWA 25(black line), and
Doppler Imaging ts to these proling using DoTS (red line).
Mean 1 error bars are given to the left of each prole, and ro-
tation phase is given on the right.
due to the small v sin(i) . Nevertheless, we are able to deter-
mine a mean radial velocity of 12:220:03, a rotation period
of 5:010:01 days, and a v sin(i) value of 5:150:05km s  1. In
addition, the signicant radial velocity variations observed
in Stokes I around this mean (see Figure 3, and see also
the discussion in Section 6) indicate there may be large, low
latitude spots present.
Figure 3. Stoke I LSD proles of TWA 7. Mean 1 error bars
are given on the left-hand side of each prole, and rotation phase
is given on the right.
4.2 Zeeman Doppler Imaging
The large-scale surface magnetic elds are reconstructed for
each star from their Stokes V LSD proles using the Zeeman
Doppler Imaging (ZDI) code ZDIPy. This code follows the
method of Semel (1989); Donati et al. (1997, 2006), where
the magnetic eld is expressed as a series of spherical har-
monics, and uses a maximum entropy regularisation to nd
the simplest eld conguration that best ts our Stokes V
LSD proles. The stokes V are modelled in a weak eld ap-
proximation, using a mean Lande factor and central wave-
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Figure 4. Surface brightness map of TWA 25, showing areas of
bright plage (blue, > 0), and areas of cool spot (yellow, < 0),
relative to the photosphere (0.0). The black dashed line indicates
the equator, and the top tick marks indicate observed longitudes.
length equivalent to those of the Stokes V LSD proles. We
use the same set of stellar parameters as in our DI analysis,
dening an equivalent local line prole with a Voight prole.
For TWA 25 the reconstructed radial, azimuthal and
meridional components of the large-scale magnetic le are
shown in Figure 7, with the associated ts of the stokes V
proles shown in gure 5. In the tting process we investi-
gate the presence of dierential rotation, and nd a best t
equatorial rotation period of 4:95  0:08 days, and a shear
value of 0:20:13 radians/day. Our reconstructed eld has a
mean eld strength of 270 G, and a maximum eld strength
of 952 G. The maps show a far stronger azimuthal eld
compared to the radial or meridional eld, and a high level
of complexity and asymmetry in the radial component. We
quantify this by examining the distribution of energy among
the dierent spherical harmonic components. This solution
indicates a dominantly toroidal eld (75% energy in toroidal
components). The poloidal eld is highly non-axisymmetric,
with 94% of the poloidal eld energy not aligned with the
stellar rotation axis. The pole of the dipolar eld is oset
38.5 degrees from the rotation axis, aligned with a longitude
of 36.2 degrees (rotation phase 0.90).
The reconstructed large-scale magnetic eld maps for
TWA 7 are shown in Figure 8, and the ts to the Stokes V
LSD proles are shown in Figure 6. Given the poorer signal-
to-noise of these observations, we note in Figure 6 which
proles are denite magnetic detections, dened as having a
false alarm probability (FAP) less than 10 5, or a marginal
detection with a FAP between 10 5 and 10 3. Not included
in this gure are proles that have no detectable magnetic
signature (FAP greater than 10 3), or observations without
the full set of 4 sub-exposures, as they are also excluded
from the ZDI analysis. We are unable to obtain informa-
tion about any surface dierential rotation, though we do
obtain a best t rotation period of 5:01  0:01 days, which
is in agreement with the rotation period determined from
Doppler imaging using just the intensity proles. The re-
sulting reconstructed large-scale magnetic eld has a mean
strength of 65 G and a maximum strength of 167 G. The
maps, as with TWA 25, show a strong azimuthal band at
mid latitudes, though in this case it is equal in strength
to the radial eld. The meridional eld is weaker, but this
is typically the case with ZDI, as there can be signicant
Figure 5. Circular polarisation (Stokes V) LSD proles for TWA
25 (black line), with t from Zeeman Doppler Imaging (red line).
Mean error bars for each observation are shown on the left had
sode, and rotation phase of each observation is given on the right
hand side.
crosstalk between the meridional and radial magnetic eld
components. We again quantify the large-scale by examining
the percentage of energy divided among the dierent mag-
netic eld components. We see signicant toroidal eld (59%
energy in toroidal components), but a simpler poloidal led
than that of TWA 25, with greater than 75% of the energy
in the dipolar and quadrupolar components. The poloidal
eld has marginally more energy in axisymmetric compo-
nents than non-axisymmetric components (51% axisymmet-
ric), with the pole of the dipolar eld oset by 56.5 degrees
from the rotation axis, aligned with 247.8 degrees longitude
(rotation phase 0.31).
5 LONGITUDINAL MAGNETIC FIELD, AND
ACTIVITY INDICATORS
In addition to reconstructing the large brightness and mag-
netic eld morphologies, we explore other probes of stellar
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Figure 6. Circular polarisation (Stokes V) LSD proles for TWA
7 (black line), with t from Zeeman Doppler Imaging (red line).
On the left hand side of each prole is the ean error bar, and
a letter denoting the level of magnetic signal detection for each
observation are shown on the left had side, and rotation phase of
each observation is given on the right hand side.
magnetic activity namely the line-of-sight, or longitudinal,
magnetic eld, Bl , and the H and Na I doublet indices.
These are plotted for both stars in Figures 9 and 10. The
longitudinal magnetic eld is calculated for each Stokes V
prole, as in Grunhut et al. (2013), using the mean Lande
factor and mean wavelength of our Stokes V LSD proles.
For TWA 7 we exclude incomplete observations (only two of
the four required sub-exposures completed), as they likely
contain spurious signal. We dene an H index as per Mars-
den et al. (2014), using a rectangular emission bandpass of
0.36 nm, centred on 656.285 nm, and two continuum band-
passes in 0.22 nm, centred on 655.885 nm and 656.730 nm.
For Na I doublet indices we dene the index as in Gomes da
Silva et al. (2014), with two emission bandpasses of width 0.1
nm centred on 589.592 nm and 588.995 nm, and two contin-
uum bandpasses centred on 580.50 nm and 609.00 nm, with
width 1.0 nm and 2.0 nm, respectively. Bl values are plotted
in Figures 9 and 10 with 1 error bars, and H and Na I
doublet indices are shown with 3 error bars for clarity.
For both stars we see a range of values in all activity
measures, which is expected given the evolutionary states of
these stars. TWA 25 shows variation in longitudinal mag-
netic eld strength, jBl j, between between 0:2  5:9 G and
56  7 G. Signicant variation is also observed in the H
indices, and to a lesser extent in the Na I doublet indices.
Across all observations of TWA 25, Bl measurements at a
given observed phase have a small dispersion, indicating that
the large scale magnetic eld is stable over the timespan of
our observations. This is also the case for the H and Na I
doublet indices, indicating that these changes are associated
with particular features in the stellar surface, and that these
features are largely stable over the timespan of ur observa-
tions.
TWA 7 also displays variation in the longitudinal mag-
netic eld, with jBl j values ranging between 4  10 G and
508 G. At a given observed phase Bl values are consistent,
indicating that the large-scale eld is stable over the our ob-
servations. The H and Na I doublet indices, however, both
display large dispersion in value at a given phase, and so are
not correlated to a given surface feature.
We analyse the periodicity of our Bl , H and Na I dou-
blet indices for both stars with a Generalised Lomb Scargle
periodogram (Zechmeister & Kurster 2009), using the PyAs-
tronomy2 package. These are shown in Figure 11 for TWA
25 and in Figure 12 for TWA 7. Included in these gures are
vertical dotted lines indicating the stellar rotation period
and fractions of the rotation period, as well as horizontal
dashed lines indicating false alarm probability (FAP) levels.
These FAP values are calculated in the PyAstronomy pro-
gram as per Equation 24 of (Zechmeister & Kurster 2009).
The periodograms of Bl , H and Na I doublet indices for
TWA 25 all show peaks around the stellar rational period.
For the H and the Na I doublet this is the second highest
peak (the highest is around the 1/4 rotation period), but
is still detectable above a FAP of 0.001. For the Bl values
however, the peak at the rotation period in small. Instead,
the highest peak in Bl is at 1/2 the rotation period, with
the second highest peak at 1/3 the rotation period. All pe-
riodograms show a spike around 1, as this is the cadence of
observations for TWA 25.
For TWA 7, the periodogram of Bl has the highest peak
at the stellar rotation period with detectability at the FAP
level of 0.01, and the second highest peak at 1/4 of the ro-
tation period. The H and Na I doublet indices, however,
do not have any peaks of signicant power associated with
the stellar rotation period. Instead, their highest peaks are
around the cadence of observations of 1 day.
This shown that while activity indices like Na I and H
can be useful in determining the stellar rotation period (e.g.
TWA 25), this is not always the case (e.g. TWA 7). Thus,
monitoring of the longitudinal magnetic eld can provide an
alternative method of measuring stellar rotation, indepen-
dent of the behaviour of the chromospheric activity indices.
2 https://github.com/sczesla/PyAstronomy
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Figure 7. ZDI reconstructed large-scale radial (left), azimuthal (centre) and meridional (right) magnetic eld maps of TWA 25 from
the Stokes V prole in gure 5. These results a show strong azimuthal eld compared to the radial and meridional eld components.
The radial eld is quite complex and non-axisymmetric, with > 40% for the poloidal eld energy contained in octopolar or higher order
components, and  95% poloidal eld energy in non-axisymmetric components.
Figure 8. ZDI reconstructed large-scale radial (left), azimuthal (centre) and meridional (right) magnetic eld maps of TWA 7 from the
Stokes V prole in gure 6. These results show a stronger azimuthal eld than either the radial or meridional components. The poloidal
eld is quite simple with > 75% of the poloidal eld energy in dipolar or quadrupolar components, and predominantly non-axisymmetry,
with  51% of the poloidal eld energy in non-axisymmetric components
6 RADIAL VELOCITIES
We analyse the radial velocities of TWA 25 by measuring the
rst order moment of the Stokes I proles in the heliocentric
rest frame. The uncertainty on these values are calculated as
in Butler et al. (1996). These RV values are shown as pink
diamonds in Figure 13. We then use the surface brightness
t from Doppler Imaging to lter out the activity-induced
RV signal, by measuring the RVs of our DI ts (shown as
orange line in Figure 13), and subtracting them from the
radial velocities of our observations. The resulting residuals
(shown as purple circles in Figure 13), as per the method
of Donati et al. (2015). In doing this we reduce the RMS
of the radial velocity variation from 495m s  1to 37m s  1,
in line with the mean uncertainty of 39m s  1. The detection
limit was determined by adding an articial Keplerian signal
to the data, then attempting to recover it via a generalised
Lomb-Scargle periodogram (Zechmeister & Kurster 2009).
This injection-recovery approach is identical to that used
in related exoplanet detection-eciency studies (e.g. Wit-
tenmyer et al. 2006, 2016; Wittenmyer & Marshall 2015).
Given that the velocity data only span 19 days, we only test
periods P < 10 days, corresponding to a semimajor axis of
a = 0:08 au. We further assume that planets in such short pe-
riods would be tidally circularised, and so we test for circular
orbits only. The results indicate that in general, we can rule
out planets at the 99% condence level with Mp sin i > 0:7
MJupin close orbits around TWA 25.
We are unable to perform the same ltering process
for TWA 7, as the Stokes I LSD proles are too narrow to
be suitable for DI. Because of this, we instead measure the
radial velocities using an alternate method better suited to
precision radial velocity measurements. We take the HARPS
DRS pipeline reduced spectra, resample them to a uniform
velocity step of 300 m s 1, combine them to make a mean
spectrum, and then cross-correlate each observation with
the mean spectrum. This provides a cross-correlation func-
tion (CCF) for each observation. CCFs have much smaller
uncertainties and provide more precise radial velocity mea-
surement than LSD proles, but do not preserve the infor-
mation about line shape, particularly in the wings of the
line and hence are not used for tomographic modelling. The
radial velocity of each CCF is determined by tting a Gen-
eralised Gaussian Distribution. This method is similar to
that of Baranne et al. (1996) and Pepe et al. (2002), except
for the use of the mean spectrum here as the template for
creating the CCFs.
We see a variation in the radial velocities that is very
well t with a sinusoid with period 4.98 days, and a semi am-
plitude of 163m s  1. These are plotted in the upper panel
of Figure 14. To investigate this RV variation further, we
calculate the radial velocities of 29 HARPS observation of
TWA 7 found in the ESO archive taken between February
2005 and February 2008 (observing programs 074.C-0037,
076.C-0010, 077.C-0012 and 079.C-0046). These are plotted
in Figure 15. They show a very similar period of 5.014 days,
but with a lower amplitude and greater dispersion. The dif-
ferences in the ts to the 2017 data and the 2005 2008 data
suggest that the radial velocity variations are more likely due
to surface activity then the presence of a planet, despite the
very good sinusoidal t to the 2017 velocities. This conclu-
sion is further supported by the close anti-correlation of the
longitudinal magnetic eld variations and the radial veloci-
ties, further indicating role of activity in the radial velocity
signal.
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Figure 9. Plots of longitudinal magnetic eld measurement
(top), H indices (middle) and Na I doublet indices (bottom)
for TWA 25.
7 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
This paper presents detailed analysis of high resolution spec-
tropolarimetric data of 2 M-type wTTS, TWA 25 and TWA
7. Observation were taken between 12 to 31 March 2017,
with a total of 16 observations for TWA 25, and 15 obser-
vations for TWA 7. Using the techniques of DI and ZDI, we
reconstruct the large-scale surface brightness for TWA 25,
and the large-scale magnetic elds for TWA 25 and TWA 7.
In addition to this, we probe the stellar magnetic activity as
a function of rotation, by measuring the line of sight mag-
netic eld, H alpha emission and core emission in the Na I
doublet. We examine the radial velocity variations of both
stars, and lter the activity jitter from the radial velocity
curve using the brightness information from DI.
7.1 Dynamos in M-type PMS stars
The magnetic eld reconstructions for TWA 25 and TWA 7
add to the diversity of magnetic eld morphologies both in
the magnetically observed population of wTTS and in the
wider PMS population. The strong azimuthal elds of TWA
25 and TWA 7 add to the range of magnetic elds seen in
wTTSs. TWA 25 and TWA 7 are plotted in Figure 16 along
side the rest of the MaTYSSE sample (labeled and outlined
in black), and the MaPP cTTS sample. WTTS display a
larger diversity of magnetic eld morphologies compared to
cTTSs. While the large scale elds of cTTS appear to show
a dependence on the internal structure, the magnetic elds
of wTTS display no such trends Gregory et al. (2012). This
Figure 10. Plots of longitudinal magnetic eld measurement
(top), H indices (middle) and Na I doublet indices (bottom)
for TWA 7.
Figure 11. Periodogram of Bl , H indices and Na I Doublet
indices for TWA 25.
perhaps indicates that accretion may have an inuence on
large-scale magnetic eld. However, the dynamo models of
Emeriau-Viard & Brun (2017) produce results that are con-
sistent with cTTS population morphologies, despite no in-
clusion of accretion processes in their simulations, indicating
accretion may not be the reason for the dierence in the eld
morphologies.
Instead, the dierent dynamo elds may be related to
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Figure 12. Periodogram of Bl , H indices and Na I Doublet
indices for TWA 7.
Figure 13. Radial Velocities of TWA 25. Pink diamonds are the
measured radial velocities of the LSD proles (black lines in Fig-
ure 2), the orange line is the radial velocity contribution from
the surface brightness inhomogeneities, as measured from our t
to the surface brightness (red line in Figure 2), and the purple
circles are the activity ltered radial velocities, calculated by sub-
tracting the brightness t (orange line) from the measured radial
velocity (pink diamonds). The RMS in the raw radial velocities
is 495 m s  1, which is reduced to 37 m s  1after ltering, which is
smaller than the mean error of 39m s  1.
the initial formation conditions that also determine the disc-
clearing timescales. The MaTYSSE wTTSs have been se-
lected to overlap in age and evolutionary state with the
MaPP cTTS sample, so the selected wTTS sample have
cleared their discs far more rapidly than the cTTS, indi-
cating dierent conditions in their formation and early evo-
lution. It could be this dierence, rather than the presence
of accretion, that explains the observed dierences in their
magnetic eld morphologies.
For the very low mass, fully convective T Tauri stars,
Figure 14. Radial velocities of TWA 7 (grey points), with RMS
of 113m s  1and mean uncertainty of 7 m s  1, tted with a sinu-
soid (orange line) with period 4.98 days and semi amplitude of
163 m s  1. These points are anti-correlated with the variations in
longitudinal magnetic eld (top panel of Figure 10).
Figure 15. Radial Velocities of TWA 7 from archival and current
data, plotted as a function of phase with respect to the best t
period of the whole data set of 5.0142 days (left), and as a function
of Heliocentric Julian Date (right). Data from the current paper
are in grey, and archival data are coloured according to phase.
Archival data show a lower amplitude radial velocity variation,
with much more scatter at a given phase. The amplitude of the
archival RVs appear to decrease with time, but are too poorly
sampled for this to be denitive.
the weaker, predominantly toroidal elds may be explained
by the `bistability' phenomenon found in low mass, fully con-
vective M dwarfs, where stars of the same broad parameters
can display either strong, poloidal and axisymmetric eld,
or weak, toroidal, and non-axisymmetric elds (Morin et al.
2011). Dynamo simulations by Simitev & Busse (2009) have
shown the same phenomena; dierent eld congurations
are seen for stars with the same parameters, but diering
initial conditions.
We are unable to draw any denitive conclusions here,
as the observed sample of T Tauri stars is still quite small.
However, the rise of new infrared high-resolution spec-
tropolarimeters, such as SpIROU on CFHT (Donati et al.
2018) and CRIRES+ on the ESO VLT(Follert et al. 2014),
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presents exciting opportunities in the study of T Tauri star
magnetic elds, and particularly for the M-type stars in this
class. These new instruments will provide useful insights into
these cooler stars in greater numbers that is possible at op-
tical wavelengths.
7.2 Radial velocities and active stars
TWA 25 and TWA 7 both exhibit large, periodic variations
in their radial velocities. For TWA 25, surface spot and plage
features create large distortions in the spectral absorption
line, which we are able to characterise using DI, and lter
their eect from our RV observations, reducing the RMS of
our RVS from 495 m s  1 to 37 m s  1, which is in line with
our mean uncertainty of 39 m s  1. Given the amplitude of
these ltered radial velocities, the period and sampling of
observations, and the uncertainties on our radial velocity
measurements, we can rule out a planet with Mp sin i greater
than 0.7 Jupiter masses, orbiting closer than 0.08 au.
TWA 7 appears to be another example of a `false posi-
tive' planet signal in the radial velocities of an active stars.
It shows large radial velocity variations without obvious line
distortion. At face value it is easy to assume that such a
motion could be caused by a planet, and the lack of pe-
riodicity in activity indices and small amplitudes in line
bisectors compared with the RV amplitude supports this.
However, given the circular polarisation information in our
observations that traces the variations in longitudinal mag-
netic eld, we can infer that this radial velocity signal is
likely caused by stellar activity. It is reminiscent of the case
of TWA Hya, where a hot Jupiter was hypothesised to be
orbiting on the same period as the stellar rotation period,
but this signal was later shown to be caused by a dark sur-
face feature (Donati et al. 2011a). Further to the correlation
of the longitudinal eld signal with the radial velocities, the
lower amplitude and dispersion of radial velocities in the
archival data of TWA 7, and indicates that, at the very
least, a planetary signal is too dicult to disentangle from
the behaviour of the star. Nevertheless, this is still an in-
triguing RV signal, and further observations are warranted
to truly characterise this behaviour in the stellar spectrum.
Given the lack of exoplanet detections for both stars,
we can adjust the observed occurrence rate of hot Jupiters
around wTTSs to from 1 in 5 to 1 in 6, as measured by the
MaTYSSE sample. This is still dramatically higher than the
MS occurrence rate of 1%, but the MaTYSSE sample is still
very small. A lager sample is needed to estimate the true
occurrence rate. The commissioning of new high resolution
spectropolarimeters mentioned above will greatly help with
this.
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ABSTRACT
We present new wind models for τ Boo¨tis (τ Boo), a hot-Jupiter-host-star whose observable
magnetic cycles makes it a uniquely useful target for our goal of monitoring the temporal vari-
ability of stellar winds and their exoplanetary impacts. Using spectropolarimetric observations
from May 2009 to January 2015, the most extensive information of this type yet available, to
reconstruct the stellar magnetic field, we produce multiple 3D magnetohydrodynamic stellar
wind models. Our results show that characteristic changes in the large-scale magnetic field
as the star undergoes magnetic cycles produce changes in the wind properties, both globally
and locally at the position of the orbiting planet. Whilst the mass loss rate of the star varies
by only a minimal amount (∼4 per cent), the rates of angular momentum loss and associated
spin-down time-scales are seen to vary widely (up to ∼140 per cent), findings consistent with
and extending previous research. In addition, we find that temporal variation in the global
wind is governed mainly by changes in total magnetic flux rather than changes in wind plasma
properties. The magnetic pressure varies with time and location and dominates the stellar wind
pressure at the planetary orbit. By assuming a Jovian planetary magnetic field for τ Boo b,
we nevertheless conclude that the planetary magnetosphere can remain stable in size for all
observed stellar cycle epochs, despite significant changes in the stellar field and the resulting
local space weather environment.
Key words: MHD – methods: numerical – stars: individual: τ Boo¨tis – stars: magnetic field –
stars: winds, outflows.
1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
The study of stellar winds gives insight into the evolution of stars and
the planets that orbit them. The wind affects the stellar rotation rate
through mass loss and magnetic braking (Schatzman 1962; Weber &
Davis 1967; Bouvier 2013), and can also impact the atmospheres of
orbiting planets (Adams 2011; Lammer et al. 2012), with potential
implications on planet habitability (Horner & Jones 2010; Vidotto
et al. 2013). An example of this impact is seen in our own Solar
system with the stripping of Mars’ atmosphere by the young Sun
(Lundin, Lammer & Ribas 2007). However, studying stellar winds
is problematic, as winds of stars like our Sun are too diffuse to
observe directly (Wood, Linsky & Gu¨del 2015). Investigation of
these stars therefore requires a combination of observation and
 E-mail: belinda.nicholson@usq.edu.au
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) simulation in order to estimate the
properties of these winds.
The star τ Boo¨tis (τ Boo, spectral type F7V) is an ideal candidate
for a study of the temporal variability of stellar winds, and their
potential impacts on orbiting planets. It is the only star to date,
other than our Sun, observed to have a magnetic field cycle, with
multiple field reversals observed (Catala et al. 2007; Donati et al.
2008; Fares et al. 2009; Fares et al. 2013; Mengel et al. 2016).
These observations reveal that the star has a magnetic cyclic period
estimated to be a rapid 740 d (Fares et al. 2013). The availability of
multiple epochs of magnetic field observations allows us to make
observationally informed MHD models of τ Boo’s wind, such as
those detailed by Vidotto et al. (2012) (4 epochs observed between
June 2006 and July 2008).
In this paper, we present an additional eight MHD simulations of
the winds of τ Boo from magnetic field observations taken between
C© 2016 The Authors
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1908 B. A. Nicholson et al.
May 2009 and January 2015. Our aim is to examine the changes in
the wind behaviour due to the variations in the magnetic field over
the observed epochs, which include multiple polarity reversals, and
to demonstrate how these changes could impact the planet τ Boo b.
In Section 2, we detail the wind model and magnetic field input.
The results of our simulations are presented in two parts: Section 3
presents the global wind properties over the eight epochs, and in
Section 4 we investigate the properties of the wind around τ Boo b
and the potential impact of the wind on the planet. We discuss these
results in Section 5 and make conclusions based on our findings in
Section 6.
2 ST E L L A R W I N D M O D E L
2.1 The BATS-R-US code
The stellar wind model used here is the same as used in Vidotto
et al. (2012), but with higher resolution (as in Vidotto et al. 2014).
For simulating the winds we use the BATS-R-US code (Powell et al.
































− (u · B)B
4π
]
= ρg · u, (4)
where ρ and u are the plasma mass density and velocity, P is the gas
pressure, B the magnetic flux, and g is the gravitational acceleration









The polytropic index, γ , is defined such that
P ∝ ργ . (6)
Table 1 lists the stellar and wind values used for this simulation.
The values of τ Boo’s mass and radius, M∗ and R∗, are taken
from Takeda et al. (2007), and the rotation period, trot, is taken from
Fares et al. (2009). The wind mean particle mass, μ, is chosen on the
assumption that the wind is only composed of protons and electrons.
Each simulation is initialized using a polytropic wind solution and
the magnetic field information from observations of a given epoch.
It is then iterated forward around 30 000 time steps. This ensures that
a steady state is achieved. Each simulation, therefore, is a snapshot
of the wind at each epoch.




Rotation period, trot (days) 3.0
Base wind temperature (K) 2 × 106
Base wind density (g cm−3) 8.36 × 10−16
Wind mean particle mass, μ 0.5
Polytropic index, γ 1.1
2.2 Adopted surface magnetic fields
The BATS-R-US code uses a star’s surface magnetic field as input to
the inner boundary conditions. The magnetic field information for
τ Boo comes from spectropolarimetric observations with the NAR-
VAL instrument at Te´lescope Bernard Lyot in the Midi Pyre´ne´es,
accessed through the BCool collaboration (Marsden et al. 2014).
The polarization information in the spectra observed at different
stellar rotation phases are used to reconstruct the surface magnetic
field topologies using Zeeman–Doppler imaging (ZDI, Donati &
Landstreet 2009). The reconstruction of the magnetic field maps
used in this work is presented in Mengel et al. (2016). The radial
field topologies are of sole interest for the stellar wind modelling as
the other, non-potential field components have been shown to have
a negligible effect on the wind solution (Jardine et al. 2013).
Fig. 1 shows the reconstructed radial magnetic fields, in units
of Gauss (G), for eight sets of observations (epochs): May 2009,
January 2010, January 2011, May 2011, May 2013, December 2013,
May 2014 and January 2015. The grey lines here are contours at
0 G. The first three of these epochs were published by Fares et al.
(2013); however, for consistency the maps presented here are an
updated version using the same methodology as used with the other
five epochs, the details of which are presented in Mengel et al.
(2016). Due to the inclination of the star, the area below −40◦ is
not observable. The field in this area of the stellar surface is solved
for by enforcing ∇ · B = 0. Vidotto et al. (2012) showed that
choosing this constraint, versus explicitly forcing a symmetric or
antisymmetric solution to the large-scale field topology has little
impact on the wind solution, especially in the visible hemisphere.
Table 2 shows a summary of the global magnetic field properties
over the observed epochs. The magnetic cycle phase is calculated
based on a 740-day cycle found by Fares et al. (2013), with the cycle
zero phase chosen to be 2453818 Heliocentric Julian Date (HJD) to
align with the magnetic cycle zero-point of Vidotto et al. (2012). The
complexity of the field topology can be quantified by examining the
amounts of energy in the different set spherical harmonics that are
used to describe the field (Donati et al. 2006). The modes of these co-
efficients where l ≤ 2 give the dipolar and quadrupolar field config-
urations. The complexity of the large-scale field is quantified by the
percentage of magnetic energy present in the modes where l > 2 over
the total energy. A lower percentage indicates a simpler field con-
figuration, whereas a higher percentage means that a larger amount
of energy is present in more complicated, smaller scale features.
The field remains dominantly poloidal throughout all observa-
tions, with most of the magnetic energy being contained in more
complex field components and the complexity varying from 45 per
cent to 83 per cent over the cycle. The star is observed to undergo
three polarity reversals, with two reversals assumed to have occurred
between the May 2011 and May 2013 observations. The absolute
surface radial magnetic flux (see Section 3.2) ranges from 1.53 ×
1023 Maxwells (Mx) to a peak of 3.28 × 1023 Mx before the polar-
ity reversal that was then seen in the May 2014 observations. This
same peak and fall in magnetic flux is not observed in the previous
polarity reversals probably due to the timing of the observation, and
the length of time between observed epochs.
3 W I N D SI MULATION R ES ULTS: G LOBA L
W IN D PROPERTI ES
3.1 Magnetic field
The behaviour of the stellar wind is dependent on the geometry and
strength of the global stellar magnetic field. Here we examine the
MNRAS 459, 1907–1915 (2016)
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Temporal variability of the wind from τ Boo 1909
Figure 1. Radial magnetic field maps for the eight observed epochs, measured in Gauss (G), with the grey line indicating Br = 0 G. The May 2009 to January
2011 maps come from Fares et al. (2013), and the May 2011 to January 2015 maps from Mengel et al. (2016). The Fares et al. epochs have been reanalysed
for consistency with the Mengel et al. maps. The field remains dominantly poloidal across the eight observations, and three polarity reversals are observed. It
is believed that two polarity reversals have occurred between May 2011 and May 2013.
behaviour of the wind at intervals of five months to one year, over
a total period of five years and seven months. It is expected that
the wind will vary little over the time it takes to observe one epoch
(∼14 d; Vidotto et al. 2012).
As the magnetic field extends outward from the stellar surface, it
will be influenced by the presence of the stellar wind. Fig. 2 shows
the magnetic field lines (grey lines) outwards from the surface of the
star. The colour contours on the surface represent radial magnetic
MNRAS 459, 1907–1915 (2016)
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1910 B. A. Nicholson et al.
Table 2. Summary of the radial magnetic field polarity and com-
plexity of τ Boo for observations from May 2009 to January 2015.
The magnetic cycle period is taken to be 740 d from Fares et al.
(2013), with the phase zero-point at 2453818 HJD.
Date Magnetic Visible pole Radial field
cycle phase polarity complexity
(per cent of l > 2)
May 2009 0.57 Positive 77
Jan 2010 0.91 Positive 45
Jan 2011 0.38 Negative 73
May 2011 0.54 Positive 83
May 2013 0.51 Positive 62
Dec 2013 0.81 Positive 65
May 2014 0.02 Negative 58
Jan 2015 0.34 Negative 62
flux. The lines are seen to twist along the rotation axis (z-axis) of
the star. The number of large closed loops is notable compared to
similar plots produced by Vidotto et al. (2012), which is due to
a difference in simulation resolution and different reconstruction
process to create the magnetic maps. The impact of grid resolution
on results is explored in more detail in Appendix A.
This proportion of open to closed magnetic flux can be quantified
by examining magnetic flux at different points in the simulation.





where SR is a spherical surface of radius R. The unsigned surface
radial magnetic flux, 0, can be calculated from equation (7) at the
surface R = R∗. At R ≥ 10R∗ the magnetic flux is contained solely
within open field lines, and equation (7) integrated over a sphere
SR≥10 in this region then represents the absolute open magnetic flux,




These values are given in Table 3. The proportion of open to closed
flux is seen to be low, with a majority of the flux from the surface
being contained within closed field lines.
3.2 Derived wind properties
Quantities of interest to the study of stellar rotation evolution, such
as mass loss, angular momentum loss and spin-down time-scale,
can be calculated from the output of the wind simulation. Table 3
summarizes the properties of the wind derived from our simulation.




ρu · dSR≥10, (9)














(Mestel 1999; Vidotto et al. 2014) are also evaluated over SR≥10,
where these quantities reach a constant value. The angular mo-
mentum loss is used to infer the time-scale of magnetic braking,
τ , defined as τ = J/ ˙J , measured in Gyr, where J is the angular
momentum of the star given by J = (Icore + Ienvelope)	∗, with 	∗
being the stellar angular velocity. We estimate the spin-down time of
τ Boo by using stellar evolution models to estimate the moment of
inertia of the core, Icore, and convective envelope, Ienvelope, separately.
This spin-down time-scale, τ , is given by
τ = 2π(Icore + Ienvelope)
trot ˙J
. (11)
Table 3 gives this these spin-down times using Icore = 1.05 × 1054 g
cm2 and Ienvelope = 4.53 × 1051 g cm2, calculated from the model
of Baraffe et al. (1998) (Gallet, private communication).
The mass loss rates show little variation over the eight epochs,
ranging between 2.29 × 10−12 and 2.38 × 10−12 M yr−1, approx-
imately 100 times the Solar mass loss rate. This level of variation
(∼4 per cent) is in agreement with the epoch-to-epoch mass loss
rate variability found by Vidotto et al. (2012) (∼3 per cent).
We calculate a lower limit on the X-ray luminosity, as in Llama
et al. (2013), assuming that the quiescent X-ray emission of the
coronal wind is caused by free–free radiation. We find little variation
(∼2 per cent) over the observed epochs. This is in agreement with
the previous wind model results of Vidotto et al. (2012), and the
X-ray observations of τ Boo by Poppenhaeger, Gu¨nther & Schmitt
(2012) and Poppenhaeger & Wolk (2014).
The angular momentum loss rate values are seen to vary by
∼140 per cent over the eight epochs, with a peak at December
2013, corresponding to a peak in the observed radial surface flux,
0, as do the spin-down time-scales, τ . Our values of spin-down
time differ by 1 order of magnitude than those derived by Vidotto
et al. (2012). This is due to different assumptions in the moment
of inertia of the star (Vidotto et al. (2012) assumed that of a solid
sphere, while we use a more sophisticated approach).
4 W I N D E N V I RO N M E N T A RO U N D
T H E PL A N E T
4.1 Wind properties at τ Boo b
Since the planet τ Boo b is tidally locked to its star in a 1:1 resonance,
the location of the planet with respect to the surface of the star does
not change. The planet’s orbit lies in the equatorial (x–y) plane of
the star (Brogi et al. 2012) on the negative x-axis at x = −6.8R∗.
Table 4 gives the properties of the environment surrounding the
planet. The total pressure, Ptot, is the sum of the thermal, ram and
magnetic pressures. The thermal pressure due to the wind, P, is an




u| = |u − vk| is the relative velocity between the planet
and the wind, with vk being the planet’s Keplerian velocity. The





The variation in surface absolute magnetic flux shown in Table 3
is reflected in the variation in level of absolute magnetic flux, |B|,
at the position of the planet. In contrast to this, the wind velocity,
|u|, and particle density, , vary only a small amount (∼17 per
cent and ∼14 per cent, respectively) over the observed epochs. The
temperature, however, is seen to change by nearly approximately
46 per cent, and total pressure, Ptot, varies between maxima and
minima by ∼94 per cent.
Fig. 3 shows the total, ram, magnetic and thermal pressure mea-
surement for each observed epoch. The magnetic pressure varies by
up to 48 per cent, whereas the ram and thermal pressures vary
minimally (∼5 per cent) over the eight epochs, indicating that
MNRAS 459, 1907–1915 (2016)
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Temporal variability of the wind from τ Boo 1911
Figure 2. These plots show the simulation results of the large-scale magnetic field lines surrounding τ Boo. The sphere in the centre represents the stellar
surface, with the colour contours indicating the radial magnetic field strength at the surface. The rotational axis of the star is along the z-axis, with the equator
lying in the xy-plane. It can be seen that the field lines become twisted around the axis of rotation (z-axis) due to the presence of the wind.
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1912 B. A. Nicholson et al.
Table 3. Summary of the simulated global wind properties of τ Boo based on observations from May 2009 to
January 2015. The behaviour of the magnetic field is described by the unsigned surface flux, 0, the open flux
beyond 10 stellar radii, open, and the ratio of these quantities, fopen. These values indicate a significant variation
in magnetic field behaviour between epochs. The stellar mass loss rate, ˙M , varies an insignificant amount over
the observed epochs. The angular momentum loss rate, ˙J , however, and associated spin-down time-scales, τ , are
observed to vary significantly over the eight epochs, correlating with the observed changes in the magnetic field.
Date 0 open fopen ˙M ˙J τ
(1022Mx) (1022Mx) (10−12M yr−1) (1032 erg) (Gyr)
May 2009 15.3 4.5 0.29 2.34 1.3 6.5
Jan 2010 22.3 7.6 0.34 2.31 2.0 4.1
Jan 2011 22.3 5.6 0.25 2.34 1.6 5.0
May 2011 20.0 4.4 0.22 2.31 1.3 6.1
May 2013 21.4 7.1 0.33 2.29 1.7 4.7
Dec 2013 32.8 10.5 0.32 2.38 3.0 2.7
May 2014 18.7 8.0 0.43 2.30 1.6 5.2
Jan 2015 21.6 8.2 0.38 2.28 1.7 4.5
Table 4. Summary of the wind properties at the position of the planet τ Boo b. The variations in absolute magnetic field,
|B|, reflects the variation in the observed field. The influence of the magnetic flux changes are seen in variations of the total
pressure experienced by the planet.
Date |B| |u| T  Ptot
(×10−2 G) (km s−1) (×106 K) (×106 Particles cm−3) (×10−3 dyn cm−2)
May 2009 0.41 209 1.05 1.46 0.81
Jan 2010 3.12 245 1.04 1.33 1.28
Jan 2011 3.65 229 1.07 1.43 1.44
May 2011 2.46 215 1.05 1.42 1.06
May 2013 3.06 226 1.05 1.40 1.19
Dec 2013 4.10 232 1.52 1.52 1.57
May 2014 2.82 216 1.11 1.41 1.16
Jan 2015 2.10 224 1.05 1.36 1.02
Figure 3. Pressure values at the orbit of the planet τ Boo b for each observed
epoch. The total pressure is the sum of the ram, thermal and magnetic pres-
sures. The ram and thermal pressures vary only slightly over the observed
epochs, whereas the magnetic pressure varies more significantly. The lines
between points are to guide the eye, and do not represent a fit to the data.
the changes in total pressure are due to changes in the magnetic
pressure.
4.2 Planetary magnetospheric behaviour
The external pressure around the planet can be used to infer possible
behaviours of the planet’s magnetosphere. The ratio of the planetary
magnetospheric radius, Rm, to the planetary radius, Rp, is derived
from the equilibrium between the pressure from the wind and the










(Vidotto et al. 2012),where Bp is the strength of the planetary mag-
netic field at the pole. Since there have been no measurements of
the magnetic field strength of hot Jupiters to date, we have assumed
a planetary magnetic field strength similar to that of Jupiter, which
is a maximum of ∼14 G (Bagenal 1992). The values of Rm/Rp
evaluated over the eight epochs are shown in Table 5.
The behaviour of the planetary magnetosphere can also be de-
scribed in terms of the auroral ring: the area around the poles of the
planet over which the planetary magnetic flux is open, allowing the
flow of particles to and from the planetary atmosphere. This can be
described in terms of the percentage of the planet’s surface area:
Aopen = (1 − cos(α)) × 100, (15)







Vidotto et al. (in preparation).
Despite notable changes in the total pressure exerted in the planet
by the star, the planet’s magnetosphere remains around 3.6 times
the planet’s radius, varying by only ∼3 per cent over the observed
epochs. This is due to the relative insensitivity of Rm/Rp to changes
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Temporal variability of the wind from τ Boo 1913
Table 5. Values for the ratio of planet magnetospheric
radius to planet radius, Rm/Rp, auroral aperture α and the
percentage coverage of the polar cap, Aopen, for the planet
τ Boo b. These have been calculated assuming magnetic
field strength at the pole of 14 G. Despite notable changes
in the behaviour of the star’s magnetic field and in the total
pressure exerted on the planet by the stellar wind, these
values remain quite stable over the observed epochs.
Date Rm/Rp α Aopen
(degrees) (per cent)
May 2009 3.67 31.5 14.7
Jan 2010 3.57 31.9 15.1
Jan 2011 3.56 32.0 15.2
May 2011 3.64 31.6 14.8
May 2013 3.62 31.7 14.9
Dec 2013 3.55 32.1 15.3
May 2014 3.61 31.7 15.0
Jan 2015 3.62 31.7 14.9
in Ptot (due to the −1/6 power dependence). As with the planetary
magnetospheric radius, there are minimal changes in the auroral
aperture and polar surface area, which remain around 32◦ and 15 per
cent, respectively. From this we can infer that despite considerable
changes in the behaviour of τ Boo’s magnetic field, τ Boo b’s
magnetosphere remains relatively stable.
5 D ISCUSSIO N
5.1 Global wind properties
The wind simulations presented here are an advance on models
that do not use observationally reconstructed magnetic fields as
input, or that assume a simplified stellar magnetic field topology.
The coronal base temperature and density are poorly constrained
by observations, and are free parameters of our model. We chose a
wind base temperature that is typical of stellar coronae, and the same
base density as adopted in Vidotto et al. (2012). Out estimated mass
loss rate (∼2.3 × 10−12M yr−1) is within the range of previous
estimates of 1.67 × 10−12 (Stevens 2005) to 6.6 × 10−12M yr−1
(Cranmer & Saar 2011). Given that Sun’s corona is adequately
described by the adiabatic process given by equation (6), with the
index γ = 1.1 (Van Doorsselaere et al. 2011), we assume the same
for this star.
The behaviour of the angular momentum loss rate and associ-
ated spin-down time-scales found here agree with the predictions of
Gallet & Bouvier (2013), who computed rotational evolution mod-
els based on wind-breaking laws derived for magnetised Solar-type
stars. They find that the spin-down time-scales of stars at 1 Gyr
old, which is the approximate age of τ Boo (Borsa et al. 2015),
should converge to the length of a few Gyrs, the same as presented
in the results here. This further strengthens our choice of model
parameters.
The lifetime of a main-sequence star, τMS, with the mass of τ Boo
(1.34 M) is expected to be ∼4.8 Gyr (τMS = 10(M∗/M)−2.5).
Given τ Boo‘s estimated age of 1 Gyr and our calculated mean
spin-down time of ∼4.9 Gyr, this implies that Tau Boo will remain
a rapid rotator throughout its main sequence lifetime, provided that
only the stellar wind is affecting its rotational evolution.
The changing stellar magnetic field polarity of the poles does
not have an effect on the wind solution. This is because there is no
preferred up or down orientation of the star, and the global wind
properties are calculated as surface integrals around the star. Instead,
it is the changing field strength as the star undergoes its reversals
that drives changes in the wind behaviour.
Over the cycle there is a change in field complexity, and this is
anti-correlated with on the fraction of open flux fopen (linear correla-
tion coefficient = −0.72). As the field becomes more complex, the
amount of flux contained in closed lines increases and the fraction
of open flux decreases (see also Lang et al. 2012). No correlation is
found, however, between changes in field complexity and changes,
or lack there of, in the angular momentum or mass loss rates.
5.2 Wind–planet interaction
Wind simulations can give insight into the potential behaviour of the
planetary magnetosphere in the presence of the stellar wind. Since
there have been no observations of magnetic fields of exoplanets to
date, assumptions must be made as to what magnetic field can be
expected from τ Boo b. There is much discussion over the possible
magnetic fields of exoplanets. It has been theorized that close in
hot-Jupiters such as τ Boo b are thought to have a weaker mag-
netic field than similar planets further away from the host star due
to the tidal locking slowing the planet’s rotation, and hence reduc-
ing its magnetic field (Grießmeier et al. 2004). However, there are
some studies that indicate that planetary rotation does not directly
influence the strength of a planet’s magnetic field (Christensen,
Holzwarth & Reiners 2009), but plays a role in the field geometry
(Zuluaga & Cuartas 2012). Given the uncertainty in hot-Jupiters
magnetic fields and the similar nature of this planet to Jupiter, we
have assumed a Jovian planetary magnetic field strength for this
work. The resulting magnetosphere suggests the planet is protected
from the stellar wind, despite large changes in the magnetic field
and wind strengths over the cycle.
The minimum field strength required to sustain a magnetosphere
above the surface of τ Boo b (i.e. Rm > Rp) can be estimated by
examining the condition of the space weather environment during
at the most extreme part of the magnetic cycle (i.e., when Ptot is at
a maximum). This is calculated to be ∼0.4 G. This does not mean,
however, that the planet is protected at this point, as at this limit the
Auroral aperture reaches 90 degrees, exposing 100 per cent of the
planets surface area to particle inflow and outflow. If we were to
call a planet ‘protected’ provided less than 25 per cent of its surface
area was contained within the auroral aperture, then the minimum
magnetic field strength to achieve this is ∼4.7 G for the τ Boo
system.
6 SU M M A RY A N D C O N C L U S I O N S
This study examines the variability in the wind behaviour of the
star τ Boo over eight epochs from May 2009 to January 2015 - the
most extensive monitoring of the wind behaviour of a single object
to date (apart from the Sun). The winds are examined globally
to study the star’s rotational evolution, and locally around τ Boo
b for the possible impacts the wind might have on the planet’s
magnetosphere.
Despite significant changes in the magnetic field behaviour, the
mass loss rates do not significantly vary from epoch to epoch (∼4
per cent), remaining around 2.3 × 10−12 Myr−1. However, the
angular momentum loss rate is observed to change considerably
over the eight observations, ranging from 1.3 × 1032 to 3.0 × 1032
erg. These findings are consistent with angular momentum loss rates
and associated spin-down time-scales predicted by stellar evolution
models.
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Examining the wind environment of the planet shows that vari-
ations in the absolute flux due to changes in the magnetic field
behaviour of the star are reflected in changes in the local space
weather of τ Boo b. Despite these changes, the magnetosphere
from an assumed Jupiter-like planetary magnetic field is relatively
invariant over the observed epochs, with the magnetospheric radius
remaining around 3.6 times the size of the planetary radius.
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AP PENDI X A : SEN SI TI V ITY OF R ES ULTS TO
G R I D R E F I N E M E N T L E V E L
The design of the BATS-R-US code allows the simulation grid to be
constructed so that areas of interest can be studied in greater detail
by local grid refinement. This means that the region closest to the
surface of the star that is changing the greatest can be simulated at a
much finer resolution, but leaving the outer regions of the simulation
with a much coarser grid structure to save on computing resources.
This section examines how the level of refinement of the grid,
that is, the number of times the grid in the region close to the star
is subdivided into smaller cells, affects the simulation outcomes.
Using the May 2011 data, we examined ˙M , ˙J and fopen (as calcu-
lated in Section 3.2) for three different refinement levels. Table A1
shows these global wind parameters, along with the total number
of computational cells and smallest cell size for each refinement
level. In our grid design, the grid refinement changes occur in the
simulation region close to the surface of the star, so that the grid
size out beyond 10R∗ remains the same.
The values of the wind parameters are seen to vary across re-
finement levels, and these variations are on the same order as the
variations observed across epochs, or greater as in the case of mass
loss rate. However, these variations are much smaller than the
Table A1. This table shows the changes in the May 2011 global wind parameters with differing grid refinement
levels. These variations are on similar to or greater than the variation between epochs. As such it is important to
ensure that the grid levels are the same when comparing global wind properties between simulations.
Grid refinement Total number Smallest cell ˙M ˙J fopen
level of cells (×10−2 R∗) (10−12 M yr−1) (1032 erg)
8 2.78 × 106 5.7 2.9 1.8 0.35
9 7.10 × 106 2.9 2.5 1.5 0.23
10 3.92 × 107 1.4 2.3 1.3 0.22
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Table A2. This table shows the changes in the May 2011 local wind envi-
ronment around τ Boo b with differing grid refinement levels. The variation
in due to grid refinement level is on the same level or greater than the vari-
ation epoch to epoch. As such it is important to ensure that the grid levels
are the same when comparing wind models across epochs.
Grid refinement |u| |B| Ptot Rm/Rp
level (km s−1) (×10−2 G) (×10−3 dyn cm−2)
8 230 1.46 1.18 3.47
9 221 2.15 1.08 3.58
10 215 2.46 1.06 3.64
observational uncertainties and theoretical limits of both ˙M and
˙J . The changes in fopen are not unexpected as the finer cell structure
means that more of the magnetic field structure is being resolved,
and field lines that could be taken to be open in a coarser grid
structure are found to be closed at a higher refinement level.
Table A2 shows the changes in the simulation results at the po-
sition of τ Boo b due to changes in grid refinement. As with the
global wind properties, the local wind properties at the planet vary
between grid sizes on the same scale as variations between epochs.
Even though it might appear that an under-resolved grid overes-
timates the impact of the wind on the planet, these variations are
smaller than the observational uncertainties on these parameters.
Given the variations seen due to different grid sizes it is impor-
tant to use the same grid refinement level to compare simulations of
different epochs. Using a higher resolution would give marginally
more accurate results, but given the unreasonable amount for com-
putation requires to reach refinement level 11 (total number of cells
∼2.86 × 108), we conclude that refinement level 10 is the most
appropriate for the current study.
This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by the author.
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This thesis explores theuse ofhigh resolution spectropolarimetry to study thedynamo
generation of magnetic fields and resulting winds from young, low-mass stars, and
the implications for detecting and characterising planetary systems. Detailed analysis
of observations of a sample of four weak-line T Tauri stars reveal information about
their magnetic fields, surface activity, and role of activity in searching for close-in giant
planets. In addition, a time series of magnetic field observations spanning more than
half a decade are used to infer changes in the stellar wind of a young, solar-type star
across multiple magnetic cycles, and the potential impacts of the wind on its orbiting
giant planet.
5.1 The SurfaceMagnetic Activity of Low-Mass, Pre-Main-Sequence Stars
A majority of this thesis focuses of the study of 4 wTTSs: V1095 Sco, TWA 7, TWA
9A and TWA 25, and their parameters are summarised in Table 5.1 below. The study
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of the surface brightness reconstructed for three of the four stars reveals a variety of
morphologies, from multiple mid-to-low latitude spots in the case of TWA 25, to a
single, polar spot in the case of V1095 Sco. The brightness morphology of V1095 Sco,
as well as for a number of other MaTYSSE wTTSs is consistent with polar spot phe-
nomena observed and predicted for rapidly rotating stars (Schuessler & Solanki, 1992;
Yadav et al., 2015). However, not all MaTYSSE wTTSs display polar spots, even the
stars classed as rapid rotators.
The large-scale field is reconstructed for three of the four wTTS in this sample,
namely TWA 7, TWA 9A and TWA 25. Their magnetic field morphologies all dif-
fer, with also TWA 25 having the highest ratio of toroidal to poloidal field energy of
anyMaTYSSE stars observed to date. There is also a range of poloidal field axisymme-
try displayed within the sample ranging form 51% axisymmetric down to only 0.06%
axisymmetric. All stars in this sample display a dipolar field offset from the stellar
rotation axis. This implies that any surround debris disc or planetary system will be
experiencing a variable stellar magnetic field as the star rotates.
Themagnetic field studies in this thesis support thebroader findings of theMaTYSSE
large programme that wTTSmagnetic fieldmorphologies aremore diverse than those
of cTTSs, and thatwTTSmagnetic field topologies have no apparent trendwith inter-
nal structural evolution. This lack of apparent trend is in contrast to the results from
the MaPP cTTS sample (Gregory et al., 2012), and the dynamo simulation results of
Emeriau-Viard & Brun (2017), which both indicate a correlation between field topol-
ogy and the development of a substantial radiative core. These differences in the ob-
served magnetic field behaviour of wTTS and cTTS suggests potential differences in
the dynamos of accreting and non-accreting stars. It is interesting to note, however,
that the dynamo models of Emeriau-Viard & Brun (2017) do not include accretion
processes in their simulations, and yet produce results that are only consistent for the
observed sample of accreting stars. GivenMaTYSSE has selected for wTTS that over-
lap in ages and evolutionary states with theMaPP cTTSs, this has also selected for tar-
gets that have rapidly cleared their discs. Thus the important differences between the
cTTS andwTTS samplesmay not be the presence of accretion, but the speed at which
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Table 5.1: Summary of the properties of stars analysed in Chapters 2 and 3. Uncertainties are givenwhere available.
Spectral types estimated from effective temperatures using the conversion table of Herczeg &Hillenbrand (2014).
References: [1]Mentuch et al. (2008)
TWA 9A V1095 Sco. TWA 25 TWA 7
M (M) 1.00  0.1 0.96+0.05 0.08 0.67+0.06 0.2 0.4  0.1
R sin i, (R) 1.070  0.003 1.75  0.03 1.330  0.003 0.510  0.005
R (R) 1.2+0.3 0.2 2.5+0.4 0.5 1.2  0.4 0.82  0.13
Age (Myrs) 10+13 5 0.9+1.1 0.4 5+35 4 10+26 7
L (L) 0.5  0.2 2.0  0.7 0.3  0.1 0.09  0.02
Distance, (pc) 76.4  0.3 162  1 53.1  0.2 34.03  0.08
v sin(i) (km s  1 ) 10.8  0.02 30.6  0.1 13.32  0.01 5.15  0.05
Prot (d) 5.01  0.01 2.9  0.05 5.05  0.01 5.01  0.01
Teff (K) 4400  50 4350  50 3920  150 [1] 3541  150 [1]
log(g) 4.1  0.2 3.8  0.2 4.45  0.5 [1] 4.18  0.5 [1]
Spectral Type K4 K4 M0 M2
hBi (G) 113 N/A 270 65
% Pol. 0.68 N/A 0.25 0.41
% Axisymm. 0.27 N/A 0.06 0.51
the star has cleared its disc. Simulations of the magnetic field in low mass stars report
a ‘bistability’ in the dynamo simulations (Simitev&Busse, 2009), where the resulting
field configuration (either strong, poloidal and axisymmetric, or weak, toroidal, and
non-axisymmetric) is sensitive to initial conditions, and a similar phenomenon may
explain the behaviour evident here. The observed sample of TTauri stars is still small,
though, so more observations across a wider range of ages, masses and accretion rates
are needed.
5.2 The wind of a solar-type star
A time series of reconstructed magnetic field maps from ZDI were used as boundary
conditions to generate 3DMHD stellar wind simulations for the Star τBoötis. These
simulations showed that the changingmagnetic field ofτBoohas a dramatic influence
on the angularmomentum loss rate, with values varyingbymore than a factor of 2 over
the magnetic cycle. These changes in angular momentum loss rate were driven more
by the changes in the total field strength rather than the changes in field complexity or
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the fraction of open versus closed field lines.
Examining the wind simulations at the location of τ Boo b reveals its harsh space
weather environment at all phases of the magnetic cycle. The dominating pressure
on the planet was the magnetic pressure, which varied by up to 48%, inducing a fac-
tor of 2 variation in the total pressure on the planet. Under the assumption of a
Jupiter sized planetary magnetic field, this gave a magnetospheric radius of  4 times
the radius of the planet, and 15% of the planet’s surface area at the poles exposed to
potential atmospheric stripping along open planetary magnetic field lines. These are
far harsher conditions that what is experienced by Jupiter in our Solar system.
Since publication of Chapter 4, research by Mengel (2017) indicates that the mag-
netic field cycle of τ Boo is much shorter than previously thought, with a period of
 240 days. Such a short magnetic cycle thusmeans that the wind results presented in
Chapter 4 extend over a larger number of magnetic cycles, but this does not alter the
conclusions from this wind modelling.
Stellar winds are important to the study of planetary evolution and habitability
(Vidotto et al., 2013). Thus, the wind study of this thesis needs to be expanded to
a broader range of stars to gauge the impact of host star magnetic fields, winds and
activity on young planetary systems. Furthermore, observational validation of both
stellar wind and coronal properties are needed to better constrain these models and
provide more robust absolute values for the key wind parameters, such as mass loss
and angular momentum loss rates. Nevertheless, the ongoing study of young stellar
dynamos though magnetic field mapping provides a basis for more empirically based
and systematic studies of stellar winds across the HR diagram.
5.3 Giant Planets Around Young and Active Stars
The need to understand the early evolution of stars and their planetary systems pro-
vides the overarching scientificmotivation for this thesis. Aparticular focus is on close-
in giant planets and the magnetic behaviour of their host stars, achieved by studying
a known hot Jupiter, τ Boo b, and the winds of its host τ Boo, as well as a search for
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close-in giant planets around young stars.
The search for planets around young stars is technically challenging, because the
magnetic activity of the star can obscure or mimic planetary signals. Large radial ve-
locity amplitudes were evident for the wTTSs studied in this thesis, with RV RMS
values ranging from 113 m s 1 for TWA 7 up to 495 m s 1 for TWA 25. For all but
TWA 7, the RV amplitudes were reduced by characterising the star’s surface bright-
ness variations with DI and removing their RV contributions. This activity filtering
led to large decreases in RV RMS, at least by a factor of  3 for V1095 Sco and up
to a factor of 13 for TWA 25. While no planetary signals were detected in these RV
data sets, upper limits were placed on the presence of giant planets in those systems.
Even with these non-detections, the occurrence rate for giant close-in planets around
young stars is still likely higher than the 1% found forMS stars Guo et al. (2017), with
2 detected (Donati et al., 2015; Yu et al., 2017) within the MaTYSSE sample of only a
few tens of stars.
TWA 7 is an intriguing case in the search for young planets. This is because the si-
nusoidal variation in its radial velocities closely mimicked the signal of a close-in giant
planet tidally locked to the stellar rotation period of 5 days. Rather than being from a
planet, the observed signal is more likely to arise from low latitude star spots. Intrigu-
ingly, TWA 7 displays a lack of correlation between the rotational modulation of its
chromospheric activity indices and the location of starspots on its surface. Such a lack
of correlation is a problem for those seeking planets around active stars, and may be
due to the high level of activity of such stars. Rotational modulation of plage emis-
sionhas long beenused tomodel stellar rotation. However, formore active stars, plage
emission may be so widespread so as to no longer exhibit significant rotational mod-
ulation. In contrast, the spot on the surface continues to produce a measurable effect
on the stellar radial velocity. While simultaneous multi-colour photometry could be
used for spot monitoring, spectropolarimetry itself can be used to monitor rotational
modulation, as has beendemonstrated inChapter 3. Spectropolarimetry of active stars
thus offers double benefits: simultaneously enabling detailed studies of stellar activity
and magnetic fields, as well as providing valuable information for robustly detecting
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and characterising exoplanets around active stars, including newly formed planetary
systems.
5.4 FutureWork
If we are to genuinely understand planetary systems, more young planets will need to
be found, so that the formation and evolution of planetary systems around different
types of stars and in different environments can be surveyed. The challenge then is
to expand on the current observed sample of young stars and their planets, applying
existing and emerging (see e.g. Haywood et al., 2016) techniques to characterise stellar
activity signals. The development of new techniques to better characterise and miti-
gate stellar signals in radial velocity or transit datawill be vital, both for finding planets
around active stars and Earth-like planets around quiescent, Sun-like stars.
M dwarfs are the most abundant type of star, and are important in the search for
habitable exoplanets. These stars will be best studied by the next generation of in-
frared high-resolution spectropolarimetric instruments, SpIROUon the CFHT (Do-
nati et al., 2018) and CRIRES+ on the ESO VLT (Follert et al., 2014). These instru-
ments thus provide an excellent opportunity to investigate planet formation, evolu-
tion and habitability around the lowest mass stars. In addition to aiding the search
for planets around cool stars, these instruments will aid in the study of stellar dy-
namos. Given the wavelength dependance of Zeeman splitting, the detection of Zee-
man broadening and polarisation signatures is better in the operating wavelength of
thesenew instruments comparedwith current generationofoptical instruments. This
will simultaneously allow better study of the dynamo activity of M dwarfs and low
mass pre-main sequence stars, alongside exoplanetary studies.
NASA/MIT’s Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite1 (TESS) is a key new resource
for both stellar astrophysics and exoplanetary science. TESSwill perform a photomet-
ric survey of the nearest and brightest stars in the sky, and within the fields observed
will be active, young stars. TESS will thus deliver a wealth of data on host stars and
1https://tess.mit.edu
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their exoplanets, including systemswhere planets orbit active stars. Followup of these
interesting targets with high-resolution spectropolarimetric observations will be a key
part of discovering and characterising young and formative planetary systems. For
stars whose planets are detected by standard transit and radial velocity methods, spec-
tropolarimetry will enable the observation of host star magnetic fields and activity for
studies of planetary evolution and habitability. Furthermore, spectropolarimetry and
accompanying active regionmapping can enable the detection of planets aroundmore
active stars than the current standard methods allow. Spectropolarimetry will thus be
a vital tool in understanding of the formation and early evolution of these cool stars
and their planetary systems.
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